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At least 120 students gathered on Dexter Lawn on Wednesday
night in a giant pillow fight organized on facebook.
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Brian M cM ullen
MUSTANG DAILY

When the 8 p.m. bell tolled at Cal Poly Wednesday, Dexter Lawn erupt
ed into a flurry of indiscriminately aimed violence as a group of about
120 students beat each other with pillows.
Civil engineering freshman Ben Louwaert was the first to arrive and
prepared by stretching his legs on the yellow fire hydrant in the middle of
the lawn.
“1 think it’s a good way to meet people, you know, you beat them to
the ground and help them up,” he said.
Jared Huntington, an electrical engineering sophomore, created the
event on facebook as a means to let out pent-up aggression. When asked
what aggression he would be venting, ecology and systematic biology
junior Zach Green said, “ I had a four-hour lab at seven in the morning.”
As soon as the first bell tolled, a group of students appeared from the
east running at the group of students who had gathered with pillows in
hand on Dexter Lawn.
The fight was on.
Some students swung two pillows, dealing multiple blows on attackers
before being hit, while others used everything from couch pillows to large
body pillows.
During the chaos, students shouted, “This is Sparta!” “ I thought you
were my brother!” and “For the shire!”
After about a half hour of anarchic pillow bashing, the students began
see Fight, page 2
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It all comes dowTii co a simple equation.
Fewer math teachers + fesver science teachers ~ ntorc underedu
cated students.
.According to a report issued last mouth by the L'alifornia ('.ouncil
ot Science and Tcchnsjlogy; such ts*acl)ert. play a critical lolc in
whether children pursue an esiucatissn in science. ts'chnoLsgy, engi
neering and mathematics (STEM! careers.
Ehilip Baiky, dean o f the Golk'ge o f Science and Mathematics
and cheimstry professor, .said the country will sutfer if the demand
for qualified math and science teachers is not met.
“Its a problem in <'alifornia and the LJmted States.There are not
enough people going into STEM careers.” he said. “They are not
enough to support the ecvmomy and rherc are not enougli to pm-duce enough math and science ts*achcrs for K -12.”
Biokigy* professor Edward Hhnolblau said there vvsnild be dire
consequences for the next generation of .Americans wlu) Lick qual
ified teachers to interest them in iiurh and science.
“We have a tecluu>logically based economy, aiul to have a work
force trained to do those jobs requires an excellent m.uli and science
education,” Himelblau said. “ I here could be a weakening economs,
even national securirv. as a result sif people not being well-trained in
math and science.”
The C eS T report also .stares that K-12 students pursue .STEM
degrees based on their positive cxponeiis'c with math and science
classes. However, older teachers in tlie field are bv'gmning to retiu-.
thus compounding the pioblem.
“There s a l>ig wave s>f retirements coming up, and weVc not prs>ducitig the science and math te.iehers to take care o f their retire
ments." Bailey saisl.
These teachers are into the classroom, it becsimos ditficult to keep
sec Teachers, page 2
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Senator pushes bill for
public access to CSU salaries Group takes potshot at drug scholarships
Cassie G aeto
MUSTANG DAILY

After top executives of the
California State University system
received another salary hike last
month, some are urging greater
public access and transparency to
decisions involving their wages. On
Tuesday the Senate judiciary
Committee passed bill 190, which
was introduced by State Sen.
Leland Yee, a Democrat from San
Francisco.
Growing executive salaries and
retirement packages have remained

a trend m recent years despite con
tinual student fee increases. Since
2002, the price of attending a CSU
has increased 94 percent while
CSU executives experienced a 23
percent salary increase during the
same amount of time.
The overall goal ofYee’s bill is to
create accountability for the boards
and committees overseeing wages
and fee increases. The bill states any
voting or action taken in the realm
of executive compensation will
take place in a public forum.
see Access, page 3

M ichelle Locke
ASSOCIATED PRESS

BERKELEY, Calif. — No one’s
applied yet for scholarships aimed
at
helping
University
of
California, Berkeley, students
denied financial aid because of a
drug conviction.
But that hasn’t stopped the stu
dent-run grants from raising a lit
tle smoke.
The grants approved by Cal’s
student government earlier this
year won a 2007 “Campus
Outrage Award,” from
the

Delaware-based
Collegiate
Network.
“You would think student gov
ernment at Berkeley might want
to reward students with good
grades, not those who have violat
ed school policy, federal law, state
law,” said Stephen Klugewicz,
executive director of the network.
Cal student senator David Israel
Wasserman helped create the
grants — Removing Impediments
to Students’ Education, or RISE
— because he said it’s unfair for
federal financial aid officials to just
say no to certain students.

“1 don’t like the fact that the
government singles out and basi
cally creates a caste of students
that are not deserving of financial
aid and not deserving o f the
means to go to college,” he said.
While a handful of schools have
extended help to students caught
by the penalty, Berkeley is unusual
in having a program run by stu
dents, said Tom Angell, spokesman
for the Students For Sensible
Drug Policy.
The Washington-based student
see Scholarships, page 3
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Fight
continued from page I

to evolve their rtghting style, first trying the
"tlying-v” formation made popular by Disney’s
“The Mighty Ducks.” Later students yelled,
“Form lines!” The students then made two
lines facing each other and when someone
yelled, “Attack!” the two lines converged and
the thuds of pillows smashing faces and bodies
sounded like popcorn popping.
Students then yelled, “Regroup!” and again
formed two lines, this time shouting "FIoo,
hoo, hoo, hoo,” like the Spartans in the movie
“3()(l” before attacking.
The students’ tactics evolved even further as
a small group flanked the opposition on their
next charge.
Huntington said that the true credit for the
event was due to an organization called The
Revival. Huntington said that The Revival was
behind the riots that the band Sublime sings
about, the hippie movement, and that Franklin
Delano Roosevelt was a member.
Watching the
frenzy
he
enabled,
Huntington said, “This is brutal. I hope this
happens way more often.”
Brian Donnelly, a materials engineering
sophomore lay on his back exhausted after an
hour o f pillow fighting.
“ I think I forgot much of my childhood,” he

said.
One
student
emerged from the
flurry of fluffy fighting
laughing. When asked
what
happened,
Summer Feters, a bio
logical
chemistry
freshman responded,
“This guy that I know
and lives with me just
pounded me in the
face!”
As the violence
began to dissipate and
students became tired,
Huntington promised,
GRAIG MANTLE MUSTANG DAILY
“Next week, crime No students appeared to be seriously injured after an hour-long
rates will go down in pillow fight engulfed Dexter Lawn.
San Luis Obispo.”
He was then hoisted
' After giving up on their attack, the pillow
up by two students and carried to the center of armed students began cheering and
Dexter Lawn. One of the students who car Huntington stepped into the center of the
ried Huntington then hollered out, “Ladies lawn and yelled, “This will happen every quar
and gentlemen, the man who made it all pos ter! This is Sparta!” He then told the students
sible!”
to go home.
The pillow fighters began cheering and
No student appeared seriously injured. One
whistling, then seemingly all at once they student suffered a small nosebleed, and one was
began to shout “Get Him!” And then they hit in the head with an elbow. The aftermath
converged on Huntington and began beating of the carnage was a lawn littered with pillow
him with their pillows.
stuffing.

Teachers
continued from page I

them there.
According to the CCST report, the factors that
drive most talented math and science students from
the teaching field include low pay, lack of support
from the school administration and lack of discipline
m the classroom.
“Here at Cal Poly, students come to be mathemati
cians or biologists, and they go look for jobs in indus
try. We’re trying to create an environment that we
could use to recruit students into math and science
teaching,” College o f Education Dean Bonnie
Konopak said.
Cal Poly recruits students into teaching with incen
tives that include student loan forgiveness, paid tutor
ing and scholarships from private corporations. One
o f these programs is called the Assumption Program of
Loans for Education.
APLE, which is administered by the California
Student Aid Commission, will cover $19,()()() in stu
dent loans if students become teachers in areas where
they are most needed.
However, Konopak said that the program had a rel
atively new focus on math and science teaching and
its success largely hinges on the quality of the stu
dents.
“We depend on really good students, prepared in
high school math and science, to come to a polytech
nic institution,” Konopak said. “We have fewer high
school students going into math and science, and
therefore the colleges have fewer students applying in
those areas.”
Although Cal Poly offers no undergraduate major
in education, there are programs to get a teaching cre
dential. For example, a student can become a math
teacher by enrolling in the mathematics major and
taking courses that lead to a credential.

“They come to us for a year to get the credential,
and then they could get advanced (teaching) creden
tials,” Konopak said.
Advanced credentials include a master’s or doctor
ate degree.
Integrated programs allow students to pursue a
teaching credential in their respective fields as early as
their junior year. Konopak said an integrated program
has been successfully used in the chemistry program,
and the results seem to be successful.
“It’s very high across the CSU system, the number
of people who graduate with a teaching credential
who go into teaching. It’s about 98 percent,” Konopak
said.
Konopak said that the high percentage is based
across the board of subjects. However, Himelblau'said
that math and science students find it challenging to
pursue a job in teaching or a job in their respective
industry.
“Over the last few years, (students) had a lot of
options in terms of jobs. People who may have been
interested in teaching also have to decide between job
doing research and everything related like that,”
Hinielblau said.
But some students are making the decision to teach
in the classroom. Ecology and systematic biology
senior Jeremy Zwang-Weissman said that teachers also
have to be passionate about their subject so their stu
dents can remain interested in math and science.
“I’m actually aiming to be a math and science
teacher in this state. It’s interesting to think that some
thing I’ve been working at for the last four to five
years is something that means so little to some peo
ple,” Zwang-Weissman said.
Zwang-Weismann said that he wanted to be a high
school biology and environmental sciences teacher.
“School is not just about grades. They are there to
learn the material, and I have to be compassionate
about it,” he said.

W ill Ferrell joins TÌx)jans in benefit sw im
LOS ANGELES — Now that
Will Ferrell has ice-skating down,
he’s hitting the pool.
Ferrell, star of the recently
released comedy “ Blades of Glory,”
will join University of Southern
California football coach Pete
C'arroll and the Trojans in a swim
ming fundraiser Saturday at the
McDonald’s Swim Stadium on
campus.
Following their final spring
practice at adjacent Howard Jones
Field, the Trojans will swim a posi
tion-by-position relay race, joined
by the USC Song Girls. Carroll
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and Ferrell will take part in a “Pete
vs. Will Challenge” as well.
The 27th annual swim-a-thon,
known as “Swim With Mike,”
hopes to raise more than $H0(),0(M)
for the physically challenged ath
letes scholarship fund at USC. The
benefit has raised $6.3 million to
provide more than 60 scholarships
to USC and 14 other universities
to athletes who have overcome
serious accidents or illnesses.
The swim-a-thon began in 1981
when friends and teammates of
three-tim e USC All-American
swimmer Mike Nyeholt decided to

raise money to help him recover
,from a motorcycle accident that
left him paralyzed.
What was to be a one-time
event, the benefit raised $58,000,
and at Nyeholt’s suggestion, the
excess donations were used to
establish the scholarship fund.
Nyeholt joined other swimmers
to help raise money the next year,
and the swim-a-thon became an
annual event. Stanford and Hawaii
are also holding “Swim With
Mike” events on April 21.
— 77ir Associated Press

Local briefs
SAN LUIS O B IS PO — A C:al
Poly student crashed into a tree in
the 1400 block of Johnson Avenue
at 6:35 p.m. Wednesday. Civil engi
neering major Sean Summers, 19,
was taken to French Hospital for
minor injuries, including a cut on
the finger and bump on the head,
said San Luis Obispo Police
Department Lieutenant Bill Proli.
Summers’ 1965 Ford Mustang
was smoking and the engine was
still on when police arrived, but
Summers was out o f the car,
according to a press release.
No other vehicles or people
were involved in the accident, but
traffic was averted for about half an
hour afterward. Proli said. Five
police officers and four firefighters
were dispatched to the scene.
Police are still investigating the
cause of the accident.
—
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bill and C'alifornia opening meeting laws.”
President Baker enjoyed a 4 percent salary boost of
$11,500 in January of this year along with the rest of the
C'SU presidents, putting his $298,372 salary second in the
C'SU system only to the chancellor.
Salary increases are not the only benefits rewarded to top
officials, last month C'SU Board of Trustees passed a
$103,000 retirement payout to C^SU Dominguez President
James Lyons.
“Over the years, exorbitant packages for executives have
been passed repeatedly and it is the student tax dollars that
are funding these packages and high-level salaries,” Keigwin
said.
On March 17 the UC' Board of Regents approved a 7 per
cent fee rai''.e for its students while simultaneously passing a
13.8 percent salary increase and $38,000 stipend for their
Executive Vice President Bruce Darling.
“Students need to speak out at these meetings. These are
your buildings, kick the doors in, no one can stop a student
from participating in the system,” Keigwin said. “You can
write letters to the editor at your school and local paper
about the bill and let people know.”

Access
continued from page I

With more access to information and meetings, the pub
lic can have a greater influence over committee decisions.
“We need to make sure that there is transparency to these
issues and the public can see where the money is going,” said
Adam Keigwin, communication director forYee.
If the bill tails to pass at the higher levels, most of these
meetings and advisory committees will continue to occur
behind closed doors with limited time for public comment.
The bill ultimately needs the governor’s approval before
going into effect.
Senate bill 190 cleared the Senate Judiciary Committee by
a vote of 8-0 one week after it was also unanimously passed
4-0 by the Senate Education C'ommittee. Yee and his team
hope to hav’e the bill on (iov. Schwarzenegger’s desk by early
summer.
"Passing the Senate judiciary Committee is a major step
to getting to the final stages,” said C'SU chancellor
spokesman Paul Browning.
Kecent e.xecutive salary increases have led to public spec-

Scholarships
continued from page I

group joined the ACTU last year to
sue over the restriction, but the suit
was dismissed. An appeal is pend
ing.
“ It does not make sense to pull
students out of school for minor
drug otfenses,” said Angell. “That
only increases the chances that
they’ll go on to develop serious
drug problems or commit more
serious crimes and makes it less
likely that they’ll become produc
tive taxpaying citizens.”
The drug conviction penalty was
added to the Higher Education Act
in 1998.
Penalties range from a one-year
suspension to permanent ineligibil
ity, depending on the type and
number of convictions. The ban,
which does not include alcoholrelated offenses, can be lifted if stu
dents complete approved rehabili
tation programs.
According
to
Education
Department figures, nearly 33,000
students who applied for financial

W e n eed to m ake sure
there is transparency to
these issues and the
public can see w here the
m oney is going.
— Adam Keigwin
( A)intnunic.)tioii director tor st.ite Sen. Leland Yee

Illation in the past; however, the public will also be entitled
to more information regarding executive compensation
packages if the bill is approved.
“The C'SU system is committed, conducting itself with
the utmost transparency and levels of accountability,”
Browning said. “We already comply with most provisions in
the bill. We do not oppose it but we are in connection with
Senator Yee’s office to remedy any duplication between the

aid for the 2006-07 school year
were ineligible because of selfreported
drug
convictions
(although it’s also possible other
factors could have disqualified
those students.)
Another 1,800 were eligible for
aid for only part of the school year
due to the date of their drug
otfenses.
More than 10,000 students left
the question blank, which means
their
applications
weren’t
processed. All told, the number of
students denied aid amounted to
less than 1 percent of the overall
13.7 million applicants.
Eor the upcoming school year,
the law w’as changed so students
only have to report drug otfenses
that occurred while they were in
college and getting financial aid.
Data so far indicate that out of 5.5
million applicants about 2,000 are
in the ineligible category, about
100 face suspended aid and about
2,600 left the question blank.
At Berkeley, Wasserman sees the
law as too broad, because it covers
major and minor drug offenses, and

unfair, because students aren’t asked
about non-drug related convic
tions.
He noted that the scholarship
program, as approved by Berkeley’s
Associated
Students
o f the
University of California, comes
with requirements, including 20
hours of community service, so “it’s
not like we’re just handing out
money to people.”
So tar, there haven’t been any
applicants for the grants, which
would be funded by money gener
ated from student fees as well as
business operations run by ASUC.
But that’s OK by Wasserman,
who hopes just having the awards
in place will boost lobbying efforts
to repeal the drug penalty as the
education act comes up for review
this year.
RISE rose to No. 2 on the
Collegiate Network’s list of five
campus outrages. No. 1 was a deci
sion at the College ofWilliam and
Mary to remove a cross from the
altar of the campus’ historic Wren
Chapel.
“Tough call,” said Klugewicz.

www.mustangdaily.com
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Senate passes stem cell research bill;
unlikely to survive B ush veto
David Espo
ASSIK lAFEl) I'RESS

WASHINGTON — A stubborn
Senate voted Wednesday to ease
restrictions on federally funded
embryonic stem cell research, ignor
ing President Bush’s threat of a second
veto on legislation designed to lead to
new medical treatments.
The 63-34 vote was shy of the
margin that would be needed to enact
the measure over presidential opposi
tion, despite gains made by supporters
in last fall’s elections.
“Not every day do we have the
opportunity to vote to heal the sick,”
said Claire McCaskill, l)-Mo., a sena
tor less than KM) days following a
tough 2(M)6 campaign in which the
stem cell controversy played a partic
ularly pmminent role. “It is a noble
cause,” she added.
“We’re going to use federal money,
indirectly or directly, to destroy
embryos,” countered Sen. Tom
C'oburn, R-Okla., echoing Bush’s
argument against the measure.
Coburn said claims of imminent sci
entific breakthroughs from embrsonic stem cell research are unsubstantiat
ed and that adult stem cells have been
shown to be useful in a varietv’ of
cases.
The House, which p.issed similar
legislation earlier in the year, is
expected to adopt the Senate’s version
in the next several weeks for Bush's
\eto.
“ I his legislation cmsses a moral
line that would use taxp.iyer dollars to
destnn huin.in embryos, aiul that's a
mor.il line the president said he would
not cross, and tor those reasons he

would veto this bill as well,” White
House spokeswoman Dana Perino
said not long before the vote.
Despite the criticism, the bill’s chief
sponsor urged the president to give
the bill another look. “1 urge him to
reconsider this bill and sign it.
Unleash American’s scientists,” said
Sen.Tom Harkin, D-lowa.
C'apping two days of debate, the
Senate also voted 70-28 to pass a sep
arate measure backed by Republicans.
It supported research in adult stem
cells.
The Senate’s action was the latest
act in a drama that blends science and
politics on an issue that affects mil
lions of disease sufferers and their
families.
“It’s extremely frustrating to go
through this Kabuki dance a second
time with the president,” said Peter
Kiernan, head of the Christopher and
Dana Reeve Foundation, which
funds research.
“The one thing we know is we
will outlast him.”
Stem cells are created in the first
d.iys after conception. They are typi
cally culled from frozen embryos,
which are destroyed in the process.
According to the National Institutes
of Health Web site, scientists h.ive
been able to conduct experiments
with embryonic stem cells only since
I‘DH.
The embryonic stem cells have the
.ibility to transform into a “dazzling
arr.iy of speci.ili/ed cells,” the Web site
says — the property that scientists .ind
others s.iy offers the potential for the
development of treatment tor diseases
as varied as )iivenile diabetes.
P.irkinson's and Alzheimer's.

G R A D U A T E P R O G R A M S IN

PSYC H O LO G Y
LISTEN. PROCESS. HELP.
Life is com plex. Prepare to help people m anage the
challenges of life.
A zusa Pacific University’s graduate program s in Clinical
P sycho lo gy offer;

There was no federal money for
the work until Bush announced on
Aug 9, 2(H) 1, that his administration
would make it available for lines of
stem cells that were in existence.
Elected with the strong support of
abortion foes and other conservatives,
he said at the time his decision was
designed to balance concerns about
“protecting life and improving life.”
He also limited the funds to cell
lines derived from embryos that were
surplus at fertility clinics, and that had
been donated from adults who had
given informed consent.
Advocates of the veto-threatened
legislation argue that the number of
stem cell lines available for research is
smaller than needed, and that some of
the material has become contaminat
ed over time by mouse embryonic
skin cells that typically are placed at
the bottom of culture dishes used in
the reseaah.
The bill would permit funding for
research on embryonic stem cells
regardless of the date of their crcation,
so long as they were don.ited fmm invitro fertilization clinics, they would
“otherwise be discarded” and donors
gave their approval.
Bush cast the only veto of his pres
idency on a stem cell bill last year, but
public support for the research is
strong, and I )emocrats sought to use
that to their .idvantage in the 2<HI6
election campaigns.
Missouri became a testing ground,
McC^iskill challenging GOI* Sen.Jim
Talent, who tipposed expanded teder.illy funded research. Michael j. Fox
appe.ireil in a television ad .idsocating
greater research, and the visual 'image
w.is .irrestmg — the 4.3-year-old actor
sw.iying from his Farkinson's dise.ise.
W ith feder.il funding limited, sev
eral states and private institutions h.ive
moved into the void.
(^iliforma. New York and New
Jersey h.ive programs. Gov. 1)eval
Patrick of Massachusetts recently
announced he hoped to overturn
restrictions left in pl.ice by his
Republican predecessor.
“We in Mass.ichusetts incn*.isingly
see this .is a competitive issue.” s.iid
Dr. (»eorge Daley of Children’s
Hospital and the Harvaal Stem CaTI
Institute. He s.iid private institutions
compete to hire promising scientists
dr.iwn to the field.
“I would say it's a*\xilutionized
biomedical a*seaah,” he s.iid. “You
can’t expect a cell which burst on the
scene only as recently as
to h.ive
found its w.iy into patients yet. I don’t
know of any biological technology’
that translates into patients that stxin.”

Study abroad skills
attraa employers
A ndrea Zeek
DAILY NEWS (llAl.L STATE U.)

MUNCIE, Ind. — Surfing in
Australia, frequenting the pubs in
Ireland and looking at the lights of
the Eiffel Tower in France sound
like a vacation, but they can also
help students find a job after grad
uating college. Even getting hope
lessly lost on the London
Underground subway can show
impressive problem solving skills
during an interview.
Studying abroad gives students
an edge when applying for jobs
because employers look for stu
dents with self-reliance and com
munication skills that living in
another country can teach.
“Employers like to see that job
candidates have a wide range of
experience,” said Joe Cioodwin,
assistant director of the Ball State
University Career Center. “Study
abroad shows someone that is able
to adapt and function in other cul
tures. It shows adaptability, being
able to deal with unfamiliar situa
tions and. for some students, the
ability to speak a foreign language.”
Students must recognize this as
well because the Rinker C.enter
for International Frograms has
seen a 12 percent incre.ise in the
number of students going abroad
since the 2(M)3-<>4 academic year,
RCdP director Jim (aitfm said. An
all-time high of 624 Ball State stu
dents studied abroad last year, he
said, and more are enrolled this
year.
I'xperience abroad globalizes
students and helps them under
stand other cultures, ('otfm said.
“ It gives them insights into how
to partner with overseas corpora
tions,” he said. “It networks them
with potential overseas colleagues,
and it broadens their minds on the
dynamics that lead to corporate
strategies and decision-making.”
Elisabeth Zimkowski, a college
recruiter for Dell Inc. who inter
viewed Ball State students at the
C'areer (A'liter on Tuesd.iy, said
while students without interna
tional experience are considered
for jobs, studying abroad will put
applicants at a distinct advantage.
The kinds of adaptive qualities and
problem-solving skills students
learn while abroad are valuable at
any job, she said.
Zimkowski said when recruit
ing, most companies practice

competency-based interviewing,
such as asking students to describe
a specific time and place where
they worked through an unfamil
iar or crisis situation. “This is
where students can cite their
study abroad experience,” she
said. “(Some companies think)
past experience is the best predic
tor o f future experiences.”
Senior Ashley Briggs, who
planned to teach biology, said she
spent three months at the
Australia Center last spring
because she had always wanted to
visit the country and the center
offered science courses such as
marine biology and rainforest
ecology. Her experience abroad
will definitely enrich her resume,
she said.
“It makes you a more wellrounded person,” Briggs said.“I’m
definitely more financially aware;
I went over there with ‘X’ amount
of dollars, and I had to make a
budget for the entire time.”
Traveling around a foreign
country by herself helped Briggs
gain a sense of independence, she
said.
“ 1 wish I could do it again,” she
said. “I would love to go back. It’s
definitely on my list of things to
dt> before I die.”
ClofTin said students also net
work through the classes they take
and the places they visit.
“ Exchange students have class
mates from around the world.” he
said. “Field experiences offer stu
dents the opportunity to visit and
learn about international work
places and the issues that those
workplaces are facing internation
ally. Study abroad students also
informally meet individuals from
around the world with like inter
ests.”
Students have made connec
tions with overseas employers
while studying abroad, he said.
Alumna Angie Mangmelli, a
former London CAMitre student,
got a position at EUSA, a panEuropean study abroad program
that works with universities to
provide students with internships
in Europe, Coffin said.
“They experience the joy of
life that comes with making new
friends and new experiences.” he
said. “ Most of us have an adven
turous spirit in us; it’s part of the
human spirit. Every day is different.
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Schwarzenegger touts
California for being green
Erica W erner
ASSOCIA I HI) I'KHSS

WASHINGTON — (îov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger boasted Wednesday
that C'alifornias leadership is making
environmentalism hip, sexy and
mainstream, no longer just a guiltdriven movement for “tree-huggers”
and “fanatics.”
“Environmentalists were no fun.
They were like prohibitionists at the
fraternity party,” the moderate
Republican governor told a student
audience at Cîeorgetown University,
part of an East Coast swing to pro
mote his increasingly enthusiastic
embrace of the environment.
“Successful movements are built
on passion. They aren’t built on
guilt,” he said, predicting that envi
ronmentalism was reaching a “tipping
point” where it will move into the
mainstream.
“I don’t know when the tipping
point occurs, but I know where — in
C^alifornia,” he said.
Schwarzenegger likened environmentahsm to bodybuilding, his first
arena of success, which he said was
once considered a marginal sport for
weirdoes.
“It became mainstream, it became
sexy, attractive, and this is exactly
what has to happen with the envi
ronmental mcîvement,” he said.
Schwarzenegger appeared at a
conference sponsored by Newsweek
magazine, which put him on its cur
rent cover balancing a globe on his
finger with the caption “Save the
Planet — C^r Else.”
A blowup of the cover was behind
him as he spoke Wednesday. Even
Schwarzenegger — whose environ
mental record isn’t as spotless as he
sometimes portrays — expressed
some amazement about that.
When he ran for governor in
2(K)3, he recalled, he was hounded by
environmentalists complaining about
his personal fleet of gas-guzzling
Hummers.
“Here we are, three-and-a-half
years later, and I’m on the cover of
Newsweek as one of the big environ
mentalists,” he marveled. “Only in
America, that’s all 1 can say.”
Schwarzeneggers biggest claim to
environmental
fame
lies
in
(^ilifornia’s landmark global warming
law that he signed last year. It
imposed the country’s first statewide
cap on emissions of the heat-trapping
gases that are blamed for global
warming.
The law, written by Democrats,
requires C'alifornia to reduce emis
sions by an estimated 2.S percent by
2(l2(* — an estimated 174 million
metric tons.
Some I)em^crats in Cxiiigress.
including C'alifornia Sen. Barbara
Boxer, who chairs the environment
committee, want to use C^ilifornia's
law as a model as CAingress seeks to
write federal global warming legisla
tion.
Schwarzenegger acknowledged
C^ilifornia’s measure alone will not
have a significant effect on carbon
emissions. But he said it would serve
to push the rest of the country, and
the world, in the direction the most
populous state is moving.
C'alifornia is the world’s 12th
largest producer of the emissions
blamed for warming the earth.

“C',ilifornia is big, C'alifornia is
powerful, and what we do in
California has unbelievable impacts,
and it has consequences,” he said.
Schwarzenegger didn’t mention
that before signing the state’s emis
sions bill he sought to weaken it in
favor of business interests and threat
ened a veto if Democrats didn’t cede
to his requests.
Schwarzenegger maintains those
changes were not meant to weaken
the bill’s environmental goals, but
instead represented a difference of
opinion with legislative Democrats
over how they could be achieved.
After his speech, Schwarzenegger
met with Sen. Dianne Feinstein, DC'alif., who endorsed his plan to add
water storage in California as a way
to cope with the expected changes
brought by higher temperatures.
“We learned a lot from the elec
tricity crisis, and the water crisis that
C3alifornia faces can make electricity
look like kindergarten,” she said.
In response to a question,
Schwarzenegger refused to take a
position on the liquefied natural gas
terminal that an Australian energy
company is trying to build off the
Southern California coast. The pro
ject was rejected this week by the
State Lands Commission, and
Schwarzenegger’s decision is due in
May.
“We have to really look at it, and 1
have not really seen all the studies,” he
said.
Schwarzenegger also met with
Environmental Protection Agency
Administrator Stephen Johnson to
press him on a federal waiver
C'alifornia is seeking to allow the state
to limit tailpipe emissions. The Bush
administration reopened that petition
after the Supreme C'ourt’s ruling this
month that the government can reg
ulate emissions from cars.
C'alifornia’s efforts to promote
greater auto fuel efficiency drew
attention in Michigan last month,
when a Republican congressman
running for re-election paid for a
billboard reading: “Arnold to
Michigan: Drop Dead!”
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RED W O O D CITY (AP)
— A noted child psychiatrist
was ordered Wednesday not to
contact dozens of former
patients he allegedly molested
and barred from practicing
medicine as prosecutors said
they planned to file more
charges against him.
Dr. William Ayres, 75, the
former head of the American
Academy
of C'hild
and
Adolescent Psychiatry, was told
not to contact at least 30
alleged victims, including some
who fall outside the statute of
limitations.
Ayres is charged with 14
felony counts of lewd and las
civious acts with a child under
14 alleging he fondled three
boys repeatedly between 1991
and 1996 while they were his
patients. He has not entered a
plea in the case and remains
free on $250,000 bail.
• • •
PASADENA (AP) — A
stone-faced
Snoop
Dogg
pleaded no contest to felony
gun
and
drug
charges
Wednesday and avoided what
could have been a years-long
prison sentence.
The 35-year-old rapper,
born Cordozar Calvin Broadus
Jr., agreed to five years’ proba
tion and 800 hours of commu
nity service. He faced charges
of gun possession by a felon
and sale or transportation of
marijuana.
He said little other than “no
contest” when the charges were
read.
Snoop Dogg’s recent arrests
marked the end of a relatively
long trouble-free stretch for the
rapper. He has burnished his
image in recent years with
appearances in mainstream
movies and by starting a youth
football league.

NEW YORK (AP) —
MSNBC' said Wednesday it will
drop its simulcast of the “Imus in
the Morning” radio program,
responding to growing outrage
about the radio host’s racial slur
against the Rutgers women’s
basketball team. “This decision
comes as a result of an ongoing
review process, which initially
included the announcement of a
suspension. It also takes into
account many conversations
with our own employees,” NBC'
news said in a statement.
• • •
W ASH INGTON (AP) —
Beginning immediately, all
active-duty Army soldiers in Iraq
and Afghanistan will serve 15month tours — three months
longer than the usual standard.
Defense Secretary Robert Gates
said Wednesday. It was the latest
move by the Pentagon to cope
with the strains of fighting two
wars simultaneously and main
taining a higher troop level in
Iraq as part of President Bush’s
revised strategy for stabilizing
Baghdad.
• • •
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
— A day after FedEx Corp.
agreed to pay almost $55 million
to settle a racial discrimination
class action lawsuit, a federal jury
awarded $3 million to a former
worker who sued the company
for sexual harassment.
C^harlotte Boswell, a Stockton
resident who worked in the
company’s Oakland dispatch
center until she quit in 2(M)0 after
a nearly 12-year career, accused a
FedEx supervisor of inappropri
ately kissing and hugging her.
She alleged that, after she com
plained, her supervisor assigned
her to work Saturdays, a shift she
couldn’t work because she has a
daughter with special needs
whom she needed to care for on
the weekends.

BAGHDAD (AP) — Iraqi
militia fighters arc being trained
in Iran to build and use deadly
armor-piercing roadside bombs
and complex attack strategies
against American forces, the
U.S. military said Wednesday.
U.S. military spokesman Maj.
Gen. William C'aldwell would
not say how many militiamen
had gone to Iran but said that
questioning of fighters captured
as recently as this month con
firmed many had been in
Iranian training camps.
“They do receive training on
how to assemble and employ
EFPs,” Caldwell said, adding
that fighters also were taught
how to carry out attacks that
use explosives followed by
assaults with rocket-propelled
grenades and small arms.
• • •
SEOUL, South Korea —
North Korea said it would wel
come back U.N. nuclear inspec
tors within a day of receiving
frozen funds that have been an
obstacle in negotiations seeking
the N orth’s disarmament, a U.S.
presidential candidate said
Wednesday.
New Mexico Gov. Bill
Richardson, speaking in Seoul
after a four-day visit to the
communist nation, said the
North had requested an addi
tional 30 days beyond a
Saturday deadline to shut down
its main nuclear reactor under a
February agreement with the
U.S. and other regional powers.
However, he said the U.S.
insisted that was too long for
the shutdown process that he
believed would only take a “few
days.”
North Korea ejected inspec
tors from the International
Atomic Energy Agency in late
2002 at the start of the latest
nuclear standoff.
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Nevada lawmakers vote for
penalties for teen smokers
Joe Miillin
ASSO( lAI 1I) I’lUSS
c: a k s o n

c: it y ,

N ov. — t i h Nev.ida state Senate voted 14-ii to
ban teen smoking Wednesday,
responding to school otFicials frus
trated by the e.xistence of “smoker’s
corners” near campuses.
S ill4 bans the pcissession or use
of tobacco products by anyone
under age IH. The bill’s sponsor.
Sen. Mike McGinness, R-Fallon,
said he was motivated by school
officials in Cduirchill Canmty who
complained that high school stu
dents smoke cigarettes across the
street from the school, but authori
ties can’t do anything about it.
C'urrent law bans the sale of
tobacco products to minors, but
doesn’t prevent minors from h,iving
or using tobacco. Supporters of the
bill said that was a halfway measure
that forces authorities to turn a
blind eye to teen smoking.
“It doesn’t make much sense to
make it illegal to sell to those under
18, and have no way to enforce
that,” said Sen. Mark Aniodei, K( -arson Chty.
Sen. Barbara Cegavske, R-Las
Vegas, who owned a convenience
store for over a decade, said she had
long been frustrated by teens who
loitered and smoked outside her
store.
Those teens often tried to get

adults to purchase alcohol and
tobacco products for them, she said.
But while prohibitions against teen
drinking were enforceable, she was
powerless to do anything about
teen smoking.
“It was very frustrating as an
owner,” said C'egavske. “The only
thing we had a hammer over them
for was the alcohol, not the ciga
rettes.”
Supporters of the measure also
stressed that the penalties were not
harsh. The bill was amended to
keep teen smokers out of the state’s
overburdened juvenile justice sys
tem. Instead, offienders would be
fined $25 for the first offense. Third
and subsequent violations would
result in a $75 fine, plus a mandato
ry class on the dangers of tobacco.
Teens who completed the class
would have the record of their
offenses sealed when they turn 18.
The bill’s six opponents, all
Democrats, argued that making
police hunt for teen smokers was a
waste of resources.
“We’ve got overcrowded courts,”
said Senate Minority Leader Dina
Titus, D-L.IS Vegas. “We’re a haven
for sex offenders. We’re the third
worst state in the country for car
thefts. Shouldn’t our resources ... be
focused on those kinds of crimes?”
SB 14 now moves to the
I )eniocrat-controlled
state
Assembly.

Prosecutors drop charges in
D uke case, say athletes were
victims o f tragic rush to accuse’
A aron Beard
ASStH IAH.1) 1'U.tSS

RALEIGH, N.C:. — All along,
the three Duke lacrosse players
proclaimed they were innocent of
charges they sexually assaulted a
stripper. They were railroaded, they
insisted, by a prosecutor who
refused to believe them and
ignored the facts.
It took more than a year, but on
Wednesday, North Carolina’s top
prosecutor finally agreed with
them.
Attorney General Roy Cooper
declared them innocent o f all
charges and delivered a blistering
assessment of a district attorney he
blamed for a “tragic rush to
accuse.”
“We’re just as innocent today as
we were back then,” said one of the
players, David Evans. “Nothing has
changed. The facts don’t change.”
Evans, Reade Seligmann and
C'-ollin Finnerty declared a bitter
victory in a hotel press conference
that looked a bit like a team’s endof-the-season awards dinner, only
with their lawyers joining them
behind the table instead of their
coaches.
“ It’s been 3‘L5 days since this
nightmare began. And finally today
it’s coming to a closure,” said
Evans, his voice breaking at one
point.
The three young men and- their
lawyers accused the news media
and the public of disregarding the
presumption o f innocence and
portraying them as thugs in the
weeks following the March 2(K)6
party that led to the allegations.
• “ It’s painful to remember what
we went through in those first
days, and it’s just a testament to all
of our character we never lashed
out, we stood there strong,” Evans
said.
Defense attorney joe C'.heshire
said; “We’re angry, very angry. But
we’re very relieved.”
C-ooper dropped all charges
GRCKERY
against the pLiyers, all but ensuring
that only one person m the whole
scandal will be held to account:
Durham County District Attorney
Mike Nifong.
“This case shows the enormous
consequences of overreaching by a
prosecutor,” Cooper said.
Homemade
Cooper, who took over the case
Soups
in January after Nifong was
charged with ethics violations that
Salad
could get him disbarred, said his
Bar
own investigation into a stripper’s
claim that she was sexually assault
Wraps
ed at a team party found luithing to
corroborate.her story, and “led us
to the conclusion that no attack
occurred.”
“There were many points m the
case where caution would have
2 MON-FBI
served justice better than bravadii,”
WITH A $20 MINIMUM
Cooper said. “ In the rush to con
demn, a coimminity and a state lost
the ability to see clearly.”
phone: 543-8684 | 1638 Osos Street
San Luis Obispo
Nifong was out of town and
could not immediately be reached
for comment. But his lawyer, I )avid
Freedman, said: “ If further investi
IHeaseincludewui gation showed this boys were inno
name, yearand cent, he would be in agreement
major'
with what the attorney general’s
office decided to do.”
Sonil yiiir liMlcr. in 210 words or loss, lo m uilangdailyopininns^ftm ail.cnm Or siihmil ii al nuistanudaily.cnm
Ev.nis, Seligmann and Finnerty
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were indicted last spring on
charges of rape, kidnapping and
sexual offense after the woman told
police she was assaulted in the
bathroom at an off-campus house
during a team party where she had
been hired to perform. The rape
charges were dropped months ago;
the other charges remained until
Wednesday.
The case stirred furious debate
over race, class and the privileged
status o f college athletes, and
heightened long-standing tensions
in Durham between its large work
ing-class black population and the
mostly white, mostly affluent stu
dents at the private, elite university.
The woman is black and attend
ed nearby North Carolina Central
University, a historically black
school; all three Duke players are
white.
The attorney general said the
eyewitness identification proce
dures were unreliable, no DNA
supported the stripper’s story, no
other witness corroborated it, and
the woman contradicted herself.
“Based on the significant incon
sistencies between the evidence
and the various accounts given by
the accusing witness, we believe
these three individuals are innocent
o f these charges,” Cooper said. He
said the charges resulted from a
“tragic rush to accuse and a failure
to verify serious allegations.”
“1 think a lot of people owe a lot
o f apologies to a lot of people,”
C-ooper said.
C-ooper offered no explanation
for why the stripper told such a
story and would not discuss her
mental health. However, he said no
charges will be brought against her,
saying she “may actually believe”
the many different stories she told.
“We believe it is in the best
interest o f justice not to bring
charges,” he said.
The accuser’s whereabouts were
not immediately known. The
Associated Press generally does not
identify accusers in sex-crime
cases.
I’ortraying Nifong as a “rogue
prosecutor.” ('ooper called for the
passage of a law that would allow
the N orth C^arolina Supreme
Court to remove a district attorney
where justice demands it.
Cooper declined to say whether
he believes Nifong should be dis
barred. saying it would not be fair
to pass judgment before he goes on
trial before the state bar in June.
At the news conference with his
former teammates, Finnerty said:
“ Knowing I had the truth on my
side was really the most comforting
thing at all throughout this last
year.”
Seligmann thanked his lawyers
for sparing him from .5(1 years in
prison for a “hoax” and com
plained that society has lost sight of
the presumption o f innocence.
“ I his entire experience has
opened my eyes up to a tragic
world of injustice,” he said.
The case was troubled almost
from the start. DNA failed to con
nect any of the athletes to the 28year-old stripper. One of the ath
letes claimed to have ATM receipts
and time-stamped photos that pro

vided an alibi. It was also learned
that the stripper had leveled similar
gang-rape allegations a decade ago,
and no charges resulted.
Then, in December, Nifong
dropped the rape charges after the
woman said she was no longer cer
tain she was penetrated.
Nifong came under furious crit
icism from the community, the
university and members of the bar i
for pressing ahead with a case that
they said seemed pitifully weak.
The district attorney withdrew
from the case in January after the
North C'arolina bar charged him
with making misleading and
inllainmatory comments to the
media about the athletes under sus
picion. The bar later added more
serious charges of withholding evi
dence from defense attorneys and
lying to the court.
Among other things, Nifong
c«lled the athletes “a bunch of
hooligans” and declared DNA evi
dence would identify the guilty. He
was also accused o f withholding
the results of lab tests that found
DNA from several men — none of
them lacrosse team members — on
the accuser’s underwear and body.
Duke suspended Seligmann, 21,
o f Essex Fells, N.J., and Finnerty,
20, o f Ciarden City, N.Y., after their
arrest. Both were invited to return
to campus this year, but neither
accepted. Evans, 24, o f Bethesda,
Md., graduated the d.iy before he
was indicted.
In the uproar over the allega
tions, Duke canceled the rest of the
team’s 200b season, the lacrosse
coach resigned under tire, and a
schism opened up on the faculty
between those who supported the
athletes and those who accused
them o f getting away with loutish
frat-boy behavior for too long.
The team resumed play this year.
“Two days after this happened, I
knew what the truth was. When
you say you believe in somebody,
when ytni say you believe the
truth, you stand by them.” said for
mer Duke lacrosse coach Mike
Bressler, now lacrosse coach at
Bryant University in Smithfield,
R .i.

James Ammons, chancellor of
North C^arolina C'.entral University,
said that because of the Duke case.
NCX'U and Duke “engaged in
some very important discussions
and forums that enhanced our tol
erance and raised awareness regard
ing race, class, sexual assault and
athletic privilege.”
“ Now that the investigation has
concluded, let the healing begin
and the growth cHintiinie,” he said.
Janies Golenian.a Duke law pro
fessor who was one of Nifong’s
biggest critics, said he hopes the
case makes the public “aware and
sensitive to the importance of pub
lic scrutiny of what prosecutor can
do.”
“They have enormous power.
They can ruin innocent people and
in some cases put innoceiit people
in prison never to get tint because
they don’t do their job with
integrity.” Coleman said. “That’s
reallv the lesson.”
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1633 The formal inquest o f Galileo Galilei by the Inquisition begins.

• 1931 The strongest wind in the world measured at 231 mph was recorded on
the sum m it o f Mount Washington.
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• 1945 FDR dies while in office and vice-president Harry S. Truman is sworn in.
• 1955 Dr. Jonas Salk’s polio vaccine is declared safe and effective.

D rew Barrymore nam ed
newest CoveiGirl model
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ASSStX lA I H ) I’K ISS

NEW
YORK
—
Drew
Barrymore grew up with tear sheets
of models such as Cdieryl Tiegs,
Rachel Hunter and Christie
Brinkley plastered on her bedroom
wall like wallpaper. Come January,
another young girl can do the same
with Barrymore s photo.
Barrymore is CoverCJirls newest
model and spokeswoman, joining a
stable of famous faces that includes
her former idols and, more recently.
Queen Latifah, Molly Sims and
Rihanna.
Her selection by the Procter &
Gamble Co. beauty brand was to be
announced Wednesday at a news
conference in Los Angeles.
The
32-year-old
“Charlie’s
Angels” actress is also a co-creator of
the ads, and before any wardrobe or
beauty decisions were made at
Monday’s print shoot, Barrymore
said she was consulting on the con
cept, graphics, lighting and how the
photo would be cropped.
“I leave the makeup and prx>duct
up to them, that’s their expertise,”
she told The Associated Press in a
phone interview from the set. “What
I want to do is honor the tradition of
CoverGirl but hopefully bring
myself and my personality into it, as
well as some edgy fashion-forward
thinking and positivity to it.”
Look for her in a nude-colored
dress, which, Barrymore explained, is
a contrast to the bright colors often
used in cosmetics ads.
“I like to be involved in every
aspect. I’m a control fireak but I keep
those issues at bay when I work with
other people,” she said with a la u ^ .
It’s Barrymore’s strength that led
the company to seek her out.
“We partnered with Drew

Thursdays.
8 p.m.
Channel 10

C O U R I KSY P H O T O

Writer and producer Stan Daniels was best known in the industry for co-creating the iconic “Mary Tyler
Moore Show.” He also wrote for “The Bill Cosby Show” and “The Dean Martin Show.”

E n m iy-w in n in g producer and
w riter Stan D an iels dies at 7 2
iX>URTESY PHcrro

Actress Drew Barrymore, of "E.T.”
and **Charlic*s Angels” fiune, is the
newest face o f CoverGirl cosmetics.

because she emulates the iconic
image of CoverGirl writh her fresh,
natural beauty and energetic yet
authentic spirit,” said Esi Eggleston
Bracey, vice president and general
manager of CoverGirl Cosmetics
North America.
Barrymore said she loved the
chance to play with makeup and try
modeling. “What girl doesn’t fanta
size about it?” she said.
At the same time, she’s more of a
jeans and T-shirt girl; literally what
she was wearing on this day along
with Vans sneakers.
It is Barrymore’s first foray into
commercials.
She even surprised herself, but the
thought of being a CoverGirl still
popped into her mind months after
she was approached, Barrymore said.
She took that at as a good sign.

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Stan Daniels, the Emmy""
winning co-creator and
executive
producer
of
“Taxi” and a writer on “The
Mary Tyler Moore Show,”
has died. He was 72.
Daniels died o f heart fail
ure April 6, according to
Mount Sinai Memorial Park
where a funeral was planned
at 2 p.m. Thursday in the
cemetery’s Tanach Chapel.
Daniels
won
eight
Emmys during his long television
career, including three for “Taxi”
and three for “The Mary Tyler
Moore Show.”
He wrote for “The Dean
Martin Show” and “The Bill
Cosby Show” before starting as a
writer on “The Mary Tyler Moore
Show,” which ran from 1970 to
1977. He also wrote for the
Cloris Leachman spinoff series
“Phyllis.”
He co-created the Brenda
Vaccaro series “Lily,” and co
wrote the African-American

and attended
University
Toronto
before
receiving
a
fellow
Daniels won eight Emmys
ship to study at
during his long television career,
Oxford.
composed
He
including three few “Taxi”
music and lyrics for
and three for
the Broadway musi
cal “So Long 174th
“The MaryT^er Moore Show”
Street” with a book
_______
by Joseph Stein, and
his musical version
of the Bernard Slade
Cinderella TV movie “C indy” play “Same Time, Next Year” was
with James L. Brooks, who he produced in Budapest in 2(K)1.
worked with on “Taxi.”
Daniels is survived by his wife
Daniels then produced, wrote of 50 years, Alene; children, Dari,
and directed the TV shows “The Shelley, Alan and Larry, and two
Kid,” “For Richer, For Poorer,” grandsons. The family requested
“Glory! Glory!” and “The donations be made to the United
Substitute Wife.”
Jewish Appeal or the American
Born in Toronto, Daniels won Heart Association.
piano competitions as a teenager
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Thrifty shoppers enjoy the thrill o f the hunt
M D s Pop Tart embarks on a thrift store journey o f great proportions
hunt like animals.
This is the world of chain
Alexandra
thrift
store
shopping.
Bezdikian is a
Welcome.
journalism senior
Welcome indeed to the
with a minor in
lifestyle of the not-so rich
religious studies.
and
famous thrift store
Please send any
junkie. I will here and now
comments or
proudly attest to the potency
suggestions fo r Pop
of this social addiction by
Tart to
affirming that we addicts are
mustangdaily
many; we are strong and we
spotlight@gmail
___ travel in blazing heaps of
destruction.
would undoubt
I have seen the aftermath of dev
edly be directed astation. I’ve been amidst the loot
to
what
are ing and pillaging that occurs in the
c o m m o n l y name o f couture, the chaos of
known to locals Haight/Ashbury on sale. I’ve wit
as “op shops.” nessed the horrors that lay waste to
For us simple the streets of Hollywood when
folk here in the stealthy predators go in search of
good ol’ U-S-of- curious treasures and delectable
A,
they
are fashion treats they know can only
b y A le x a n d ra B e zdikia n
known to many be found in the unlikeliest of
as thrift stores.
o all the progressive fash
places. The maniacal behavior, the
1
mention
their
existence to predatory precision with which a
ion aficionados in the
U.K., they would be illuminate a part of fashion history hunter devours the prey at hand
known as “hospice shops.” If we that warrants recognition; a part of can only be described as a glorious
were to traverse the beautiful lands society that allows ordinary men sequence o f calculated chess
of Australia or New Zealand, we and women to loot like pirates and moves, from which a bittersweet

pop tart

T
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• 71/2 acres of parfc-Nke grounds
with outdoor pool, BBQ and
clubhouse
• Located rwwr YMCA, Slnshehner
School and shopping. Nearby
walking/bttdng path to downtown
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WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN NOW!

cycle of fashion evo
lution takes place.
This
cutthroat
fashion survival of
the fittest is how we
as human beings
translate the hopeless
wasteland of materi
alism into cultural
superiority; a game
o f fashion victims
versus fashion trend
setters.
For those not
wanting to end up as
the walking adver
tisement for fashion
faux pas or on any
sort of fashion vic
tims list, here are a
few tips I can sug
gest, if and when you
decide to venture out
into the jungle o f
thrift shopping;
Cio as often as you
can. The tricky thing
about thrift shopping
is that one day you’ll
see something you
COURTFSY I’M O lO
like, the next day it’s
gone. Unfortunately, th r if t
(«k« * « <>"'
»“T " »
, , ,
^ , deep lunele of mysterious fashions and rads ror
thats the name of the n ^4. ^
■ n j-i •
,, .
,.
Pop Tart columnist Alexandra Bezdikian.
game. Unique things
vanish quickly, sim
into consideration when “eye
ple as that. My suggestion, if you balling” it, and know that your best
spot something you fancy, freaking bet IS to always try on your select
buy it! There’s nothing more unsat ed garments.
isfying then losing a gem to bad
And there you have it, folks.
judgment.
Three tips that will forever change
Second, take time when making the way you maintain status in the
a selection. Don’t rush into things world of fashion. If ever you feel
or jump to outrageous conclusions lost, or unable to select the perfect
when eyeing that perfect, trendset outfit, let the mantra of the very
ting specimen. Take your time and wise Coco Chanel ring true:
clear your head, glory will come.
“Fashion is not something that
Finally, size matters. Because exists in dresses only. Fashion is in
used clothes are, well, used, it’s the sky, in the street; fashion has to
almost guaranteed that the size do with ideas, the way we live,
written on the label will fit you what is happening.” To be sure,
difTerently when tried on.Take this Coco,’to be sure indeed.
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Univeisity Jazz band to

Iwww.mustan3daiiy.com

the par^ realty swinging

Cal Poly Swing Club hosts the Hepcat Swing Dance Concert featuring hot moves and cool tunes
Giana M agnoli
MUSTANG DAILY

Imagine a speakeasy without the
alcohol, smoking or flapper-esque
clothing; all that remains are the big
band-style jazz tunes, swing danc
ing and good old-fashioned fun.
Fridays Swing Dance Concert in
Chumash Auditorium will feature
the live music of the University jazz
Band No. 1, and all levels of swing
dancers and jazz aficionados are
welcome.
The big band format includes
trumpets, trombones, saxophones
and a drummer, among other
instruments. Vocalist and music
sophomore Kristen Choi will be
performing with the band on
Friday, music professor Paul Rinzler
said.
The concert goes from 8 to
10:30 p.m. with a free East Coast
swing lesson at 7 p.m. offered by
the Cal Poly Swing Dance Club.
Tickets can be purchased at the
door and are $9 for the public and
$6 for students.
“There’s usually a pretty good

dents in MU 370, University jazz
Band, and perform one or two
swing dance concerts per quarter.
The class is repeatable, and some
students have been in the band for
more than three years.
Rinzler came up with the idea
for the dances.
“I’m the musical director (of the
Jazz Band); I determine the reper
toire and how fast the song is
going to be played,” he said.“ I pro
vide the overall vision for the
band.”
In addition to the swing con
certs, the University Jazz Band No.
1 performs formal concerts in the
Performing Arts Center and has
gigs around San Luis Obispo. “We
have gigs on campus, off campus
CXXJKn-lSY PHCTR)
and regionally in California,”
Alumna Lindsey Quintana gets
Rinzler said. The band played at
thrown into the air by swing partner the alumni barbecue and wine tast
Scott Edwards as computer science
ing for this year’s Homecoming
senior Andreas Divaris looks on.
and at the Jazz Jubilee in Pismo
turnout,” said Kim Daum, president Beach in October.
Every few years, the band goes on
of the Cal Poly Swing Dance Club
a foreign tour. It went to China in
and horticulture junior.
The 20-or-so members of the 2(K)4 and is going to Brazil in June.
The last swing dance concert of
University Jazz Band No. 1 are stu

the quarter will
be on May 11
in Chumash,
according to
a
music
d e p a rtm e n t
press release.
“It’s great
musi call y

IIt’s great musically because
samba and bossa nova were
invented in Brazil but are a big
part o f jazz band

b e c a u s e

samba
and
bossa
nova
were invented
in Brazil but
— i
are a big part
of jazz band,” Rinzler said.
The Cal Poly Swing Dance Club
offers lessons every Sunday in the
Architecture building, room 225, at
1 p.m. for intermediate dancers and
at 2 p.m. for beginners. Lessons are
$1 each.
From May 4 to 6, the club is
hosting the second San Luis
Obispo Lindy Exchange, which
offers three full days of “Swinging
in the Rain.”
Live bands and DJs from all over
California will accompany the all
day lessons, competitions and

— Paul Rinzler
Cal Poly music professor

dances throughout the weekend.
“It’s going to be really, really
big,” Daum said. Saturday night’s
dance in Chumash will be the
biggest o f the exchange, and the
club is trying to get lots of Cal Poly
students out to it, she said.
More information, including
pre-registration, can be found on
the
event’s
Web
site,
www.sloswing.com/slx.
The University Jazz Band Nos. 1
and 2 and the Cal Poly Jazz Combo
will perform in the PAC on June 1.
More information can be found on
www.pacslo.org.

CP music professor receives
prestioous teadiing award
completely absent. The true skill,
he said, is creating something that
MUSTANG DAILY
sounds authentic and fits the rest of
Cal Poly professor Craig H.
the piece.
Russell is being honored for his
Russell received training in clas
work as a music teacher, composer
sical guitar from the University of
and music historian with the presti
New Mexico, and his doctorate in
gious California
musicology from the University of
State University
North Carolina. He has also spent
Wang
Family
years of work researching in the
Excellence
field.
Award.
“He is one of the leading schol
Each year, five
ars in the world on the music o f the
members
of
missions," said music department
California State
chair William T. Spiller. “He finds
Universities’ fac
these musical gems people didn’t
ulty and admin
know existed.”
istrators
are
Spiller said that Russell is an asset
honored with this award. Russell
to the music department, and that
and his fellow winners will each
his passion for music and for teach
receive a $20,000 award and gener
ing make a huge impact.
al recognition at the Trustee’s meet
"**The music department is
ing in May.
thrdled he’s been recognized,” he
The California State University
sai^. “We love and admire him and
Wang Family Excellence Award was
are delighted the world will recog
established in 1998 to celebrate fac
nize all his hard work.”
ulty and administrators who made
Spiller said that the award is par
extraordinary contributions to their
ticularly deserved because Russell is
academic disciplines.
accomplished on so many levels.
“I honestly don’t know how I
“He is a rare triple threat: an out
got this,” Russell said. “I am just
standing teacher, stellar researcher,
driven to be the best me I can be
and a wonderful composer,” he
and Cal Poly has given
said, adding that many people
me the academic free
are satisfied to succeed in
dom to find out who
'' "
■■■"“
only one o f these areas, yet
that is.”
Russell has pushed himself
Russell teaches a
to do all o f these things to
variety of music classes
the best of his ability.
is — m usic is an
at Cal Poly from music
Russell said he is unsure
appreciation to a special
yet what he will do with
auditde p h oto o f w hat w e
class he created on the
the generous award, but
value and see in our w o rld
music of the 1960s. He
hopes to put it to positive
said he tries to bring all
use.
his energy and enthusi
“I hope not to squander
asm to each class, and is
this
opportunity to make a
— Craig Russell
constantly learning just
difference in a substantial
Cal Poly music professor
as much as he teaches
.
wav.” he said.
Michelle N organ

students.
“ It’s fun and exciting to see peo
ple come in here young and enthu
siastic; there’s a constant stream of
talent,” Russell said.
In his Music 229 class. Music of
the 60s: War and Peace, Russell said
he is able to show his students the
relationship between an era’s social
change and the music being played.
“My view is — music is an audi
ble photo of what we value and see
in our world,” Russell said.
Outside of the classroom, Russell
is heavily involved in researching
the music of California and Mexico
during the 18th century. During
this time in history, Russell said,
there was a huge movement of
sophisticated and beautiful music
that was lost until recently.
Russell travels to missions
throughout California and Mexico,
digging through old music to find
and piece together entire composi
tions, which sometimes have been
scattered over hundreds of miles.
“1 try to patch it together in such
a way that someone couldn’t tell
where the hole was,” Russell said.
Sometimes, this even involves
composing a section or part that is
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DATING CO LU M N

Advice on how to give advice
I
n these analyses on romantic
relationships, we are actively
thinking about the qualities
good relationships should have.
This is a dating column. From
this and other reading, personal and
vicarious e.xperiences, and common
sense, we formulate our own ideas
on what constitutes a good relation
ship.
Sometimes we are so presumptu
ous as to proceed to preach those
ideas to others. By virtue of that
fact, this IS also (something like but
not necessarily) an advice column.
I don’t like to be given advice.
I’ve always had some trouble
with criticism. As an independent
(OK, snooty) kid, 1 liked to figure
things out on my own without
parental “suggestions” or “tips” from
other overbearing know-it-alls like
myself.
I’ve since learned the benefits of
constructive criticism, but admit
tedly, I’m still learning to temper
my defenses when someone decides
I need advice — especially
^
advice on the subject 1 love
to write about most.
You may think, how hyp
ocritical of your friendly
Daily dating columnist!
How can the author be
turned off by relationship
advice when a dating col
umn naturally lends itself to
advice-giving?
The answer is simple and
applies to everyone: we like
to give advice, but we don’t like to
get it — especially when it comes
to relationships.
Many of us like to think of our
selves as relationship experts. We
take it upon ourselves to serve as
objective sources of somctimescomfort and sometimes-brutal hon
esty, to friends who are too caught
up in the trouble to be able to see
things as clearly as we can.
Example: your best fhend has
been seeing this guy for awhile, and
from your vantage point it’s going
nowhere fast. From her ranting, you

deduce that he’s controlling, jealous,
and inrtcxible, and the problem is,
she’s being passive about it.
She comes to you to dish about
her troubles, and you immediately
do what you do whenever your
friends find themselves entangled in
romantic turmoil: you switch into
psychologist mode and push up the
proverbial glasses on your nose
(Freudian — 1 mean, Austrian —
accent optional).
You have to admit — it’s some
what empowering to think we
know better than everyone else.
Isn’t it our duty and responsibili
ty as good friends, to 1) protect our
friends from heartache and 2)
impart the knowledge of our own
past experiences so others can learn
from it?
We have good intentions, of
course. BUT — let’s turn the tables:
You’ve been seeing this guy for
awhile. Things have been rocky
lately. He gets upset without warn
ing; when you talk to him about it.

beings). No one likes to have their
mistakes pointed out, even by the
closest, most trusted of friends.
Kelationship advice between
friends is a precarious business.
People with romantic troubles don’t
always want or think they need
help; after all, the relationship is the
territory of only the two parties in
question; “help” from outside can
feel like an intrusion.
When a friend’s
advice
is “Drop
him/her; you can do
better,” it’s natural to
become
defensive.
Such advice threatens
both the relationship
itself and your own
confidence in your
d e c is io n -m a k in g
capabilities.
....
If you do decide to

Be wary o f overstepping
your boundaries; say
things with as much
neutrality as you can
musten
he shuts down, and you can’t push
the matter further without making
the both of you more upset.
You go to dish about your troubles to your best friend, who immediately says he’s controUing, jealous
and inflexible.The problem, she tells
you, is that you’re being passive
about it, and the solution is simple:
drop the guy. You can do better.
Whether you agree or not, I
imagine you’d feel an impulse to
punch her in the nose (and it may
take a moment to restrain yourself
and remember we’re civilized

7°“ »""7
70urself in a
tug-of-war between the friendship
romantic relationship. Do
7°u listen to the loyal friend
70u’ve had for years, or your own
affection
your partner?
From the other end: Those giv**^8 advice can think too highly of
their own counsel, and forget that
objectivity won’t reveal all when it
comes to emotions. Only the two
people in the relationship can real^7 know the detailed dynamic of
emotion between them.

To sum it up: don’t give advice
unless it is explicitly asked for; and
don’t expect advice unless you
explicitly ask for it!
When giving a friend advice,
remember it is simply your opin
ion. Be wary of overstepping your
boundaries; say things with as
much neutrality as you can muster.
Ultimately, the decisions to be
made are in his or her hands.
(Certainly there are situations
concerning your friend’s safety
and well-being; in such cases it is
up to you to make the judgment
call.)
When you listen to a friend’s
advice, remember that he or she
cares about your happiness, and
that it is not meant to be an ad
hominem attack on you or your
partner.
We all think our own thoughts
and methods are the “right” ones
for us, and sometimes we think
they’re right for others too.
Sometimes we’re right; sometimes
we’re wrong; and sometimes we
need help to figure it out.
One snippet o f advice (even
though you didn’t ask for it):
Whether we’re hearing it or giv
ing it, none of us should ever be
beyond taking our own advice.
Sarah Carbonel is an English and
psychology ju n io r and Mustang D a ily
dating columnist.

T h e Mustang Daily staff takes pride in
publishing a daily newspaper for the Cal
Poly campus and the neighbonng com 
munity. W e appreciate your readership
and are thankful for your careful reading.
Please send your correction suggestions
to m u s t a n g d a i l y @ g m a i l . c o m
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to a cost of 50 cents per issue.
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"It might be good to get bitten In the butt."

S TA F F ED ITO R IAI

She blinded me with science videos fiom the ’80s
The perms.
The old school Apple computers.
And those absolutely awful widerimmed glasses.
The ’80s are still alive around Cal
Poly, and we’re not talking about the
fa.shion.
We’re talking about the VHS
videos that many professors contin
ue to use in their lectures.You know
the ones — the outdated segments,
intended to supplement instruction
al material, that the professor some
how thinks is still relevant. Perhaps
after teaching the same class for 15
years, quarters tend to seamlessly
run into years and they don’t realize
that the world has changed since
that “20/20” episode ftxiin 1992.
Some may argue that the infor
mation provided by the women
wearing dresses with NFL shoulder

pads
hasn’t
instead of calling
changed as much
friends on land
as the fashion.
lines. So when
Do you agree with the edi
But things have
we see girls with
tors? Post a comment on our
changed
and
frizzy hair, hoop
there must be ’ wall or send us a letter at
earrings and
mustangdally.com.
new videos on
bright
neon
the same subject
orange T-shirts
that were made in the last couple of tapping away at a computer with a
years — maybe even on DVDs screen the size of a Pop-Tart that
nowadays — that get across the has a black background and green
same message in ways that today’s text, we tune out. To many of us,
students can relate to.
things must constantly be updated
Professors are probably well to seem relevant.
aware of how technology-savvy
Professors, whether you like it
their students have become. We or not, this is reality, and we’re ask
check cell phones when you give ing you to keep up with us. We’ve
us bathroom breaks, we type up been doing all we can to keep up
our homework on laptops after with your assignments — using
researching on Google and we LexisNexis, getting together with
leave messages on facebook walls strangers over the weekend for

PowerPoint projects — so in
return, we’ve got a couple ideas for
you:
Go to youtube.com and you can
probably find videos on anything
related to your classes. From engi
neering to public speaking, all
you’ll ever need is there and it’s on
a medium that many Cal Poly stu
dents waste hours on every week.
Your other option is to find
more current videos to replace the
ones you taped 12 years ago. You
have so many options with the
Internet that you may he ready to
throw your old videos — which
you’ve probably memorized by
heart — into the trash yourself.
Editorials reflect the opinions of the
Mustang Daily editorial staff.
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Columnist Lineup

LETTERS E xploring th e f-word: fem in ism

MONDAY
Liberal-Zach Austin

TO THE EDITOR

Colonialism, foreign policy
to blame for terrorism
In response to Brian Eller’s
article (“ Protest radical Islam
not America,” April 11), I would
like to say that I agree with his
principle point; that radical
Islam is a significant cause of
the unrest in the Middle East.
However, there’s plenty of
blame to go around on this
front. Try the British and
French, for example, who at the
end of the colonial period drew
up a map o f the region and cre
ated countries without regard
for ethnic and religious differ
ences among the people they
tried to cram together.
Try the United States, which
not only supported brutal dicta
tors such as the Shah, the kings
of Saudi Arabia, and Saddam
Hussein, but even gave Saddam
his stockpile of chemical
weapons. (How else could we
be so sure he had them?)
The Middle East is screwed
up, and radical Islam is primari
ly a response to that. It’s a
response to colonial powers
who ruled without knowledge,
a response to dictators who
slaughtered their own people,
and a response to the diminish
ing power o f clerics in an
increasingly secular society
(similar to, but more violent
than, the religious backlash in
our own country).
Personally, I liken radical
Islam to a forest fire: It must be
dealt with and fought off, but it
only happened because you
were stupid enough to leave
your fire going all night.
Troy K uersten
Aenyspacf etii^htcerin<> and
physics senior

icture a feminist.
Does the term bring
to
mind
a
Birkenstock-wearing, butch
haircut-loving, male-hating
bitch? What about a whiny
woman who labels any male
criticism as gender discrimi
nation? Please.
Instead, picture any person,
female or male, who believes
in equality of the sexes.
Feminism is a movement
that advocates social, political,
and
economic
equality
between men and women.
Nowhere in any dictionary
does the definition mention
“women rebelling against
males,” or, “burly women
who are routinely mistaken
for men.” Yet these stereo
types have morphed femi
nism into something women don’t
want to be associated with.
Though not a complete girlygirl, 1 love my feminine side. 1 wear
summer dresses and put on scented
lotion and cry during movies and
drink tea out of cute little cups. And
I’m a feminist.
If you’re a man I’m not going to
chase you down in my combat
boots and thrust copies of “The
Feminine Mystique” down your
throat until you repent the sin of
being born male.
Men shouldn’t consider feminists
the enemy, and no man or woman
should be afraid to label themselves
“feminist,” or “person who advo
cates gender equality.”
Yet, perhaps a bigger problem
than the misinterpretation of the
term “feminism” is the belief by
many that discrimination against
women is no longer an issue in
modern-day America.
Others acknowledge a slight disparity in the treatment of men and
women, but believe this inequality
not to be important when com
pared to the struggles currently
faced by minorities and homosexu-
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to a 2005 report from the
Project for Excellence in
journalism. Women are only
quoted in 33 percent of
news stories, whereas men
are quoted in 76 percent.
What are the topics
reporters are most likely to
quote women on? Children,
celebrities and homemaking.
journalists rarely ask
women for their opinions on
politics, the military and for
eign policy.
1 doubt any of this is done
deliberately. The discrimina
tion is dangerously subtle to
the point where it’s normal
not to see women inter
viewed on television or
female names in newsprint.
The attitudes and stereo
types in American society
lead us to believe that male sources
have more adept opinions on signif
icant and world-changing events.
We’ll wait to ask female sources for
their opinions on Paris Hilton and
Nicole Richie’s relationship.
Perhaps the most evident exam
ple of female inequality in the
United States is the debate Hillary
Clinton has sparked over whether
America is ready for a female presi
dent.
Regardless of political preference,
one cannot say there is complete
equality between men and women
in the United States when the gen
der of a candidate is the catalyst that
inspires many residents to say they’re
not going to vote for her.
Though the term “feminism”
unfortunately carries many negative
stereotypes and connotations, I am
not afraid to call myself a feminist.
I’m not satisfied to be misinterpret
ed and discriminated against
because I’m a female. I hope others
feel the same way.

als.
This attitude scares me.
As a female, I will earn less
money for the same job and be
thought of as less serious or capable
because of my sex. That’s kind of a
huge deal, and the refusal by many
men and women to acknowledge it
as such is appalling.
Only 16.4 percent of corporate
officers in Fortune 500 companies
are women, according to a 2005
report by Catalyst, a nonprofit
women’s research organization. O f
those 500 companies, 67 don’t
employ any female corporate offi
cers. Zero. Zilch.
The number of women in corpo
rate officer positions has been grow
ing, but at the current rate it will
take 40 years for women to hold the
same number of Fortune 500 titles
as men.
It’s true that attitudes towards
women and female rights have
improved dramatically over the last
40 years, but it's ignorant to say
everything is currently equal.
Reporters are more than three
times as likely to cite men in a news
Brooke Robertson is a journalisin
story than to cite women, according senior and Mustang Daily staff uriter.
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G ive Im us a break— he entertains for a living
nyone who hasn’t been
under a rock for the last
three days probably hates
Don Imus right about now. Imus’
career in broadcasting has earned
him a fortune, and in the process he
earned an entry into the Radio Hall
of Fame, not to mention a few
other assorted awards.
“Talkers” magazine called him
the best radio talk show host of all
time. What’s all the hot fuss then?
The fact is, referring to the
Rutgers women's basketball team as
“nappy- headed hos” was probably
a bad idea. But how much shit
should Imus really have to take for
a small comment that was, in all
honestly, probably pretty funny at
the time?
As of Wednesday morning, Imus
has been suspended for two weeks,
lost at least two huge advertisers,
and withstood massive media
ridicule and criticism despite
numerous public apologies for his
words. Not to mention the two
ministers who are gunning for his
head, and upset the Rutgers basket-

A

ball team, which, in my opinion, is
taking this whole thing way too
personally, or maybe just too seri
ously.
Now, I’m not saying that what he
did was right, or even acceptable; it
was not. What I am saying is that our
lives as mass media consumers and
Americans depend on people like
Don Imus. Where would we be
right now if we didiit’ have Howard
Stern, Don Imus or Larry Flynt to
piss everyone olì?
Most would probably argue that
we would be a lot better off, but at
what cost to our individuality and
freedom (not to mention entertain
ment)?
The bottom line is if Imus hadn't
said what he said, no one else would
have, and then The New York Times
would have had to find something
tar less provocative to put on its
front page. The kicker to the whole
tiling is that Imus, profoundly
uncharacteristic of a true racist,
appologized for offending or
liegrading any particular race or
group. I lis goal is to be right on the

edge of offending whoever he
wants, to create controversy and to
entertain.
Hell, “nappy-headed hos” aren’t
even his words. It’s a direct quota
tion from the Spike Lee movie
“School Daze.” I do agree that the
ladies from Rutgers h.ive every right
to make noise about this thing, I
would do the same, but they should
also keep an open mind. Could they
think of themselves as a w liite radio
host whose goal is to make people
laugh?
Imus has scheduled a personal
meeting with the team to try to
make nice about the situation, and
what comes of that will probably be
on the front page again. The next
step should probably be a sincere
apology over a pint and a steak on
Imus’ tab. Talk things over, have
some laughs, mayhe even become
friends.
In conclusion. Imus, like most
humans, will make mistakes. At least
he, unlike most humans, is acknowl
edging his mistakes, accepting the
consequences, and trying his best to

let life continue as planned with as
few hurt feelings as possible. So
come on, cut him some slack, you
know you’re enjoying it anyw.iy.
Dan Mrohs
Matinfactnrinfi ent<inecrinii freshman
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N Y C couple hail cab
for 2,400-m ile ride
It was initially a
gag, Matas said, but
as they talked over
the ensuing weeks it
became reality.
I hey plan to leave
Tuesday on
the
2,400-mile
trip
to
TAXI FAKE
Sedona, Ariz., with
m
C’luldeniz driving his
yellow SUV cab 10
A s s o ic :A 'n -i) I'R K .ss hours a day for a tlat
New York yellow cab driver Douglas Gukdeniz, fee of S3,000, plus
left, poses with couple Bob and Betty Matas at gas, meals and lodg
their home in Queens, New York.
ing.
They’re getting a
ASSOC IM I II I'RFSS
break. The standard, metered fare
NEW YC'IKK — Ik-tW and Bob would be about $5,000 — each
Matas have retired and are moving w.iy, according to David Pollack,
director
of
the
to Arizona, but like many New- executive
Yorkers they don’t driv’e, and they C.omnhttee for Taxi Safety, a dri
don't want their cats to travel all vers’ group. But city Taxi and
that way in an airliner cargo hold. Limousine C'ommission rules
direct drivers and passengers to
I heir solution: “Hey, cabbie.”
They met ta.xi driver Douglas negotiate a tlat tare for trips outside
('luldeniz when they hailed his cab the city and a few suburban areas.
The Matases will ride in relaxed
after a shopping trip several weeks
comfort in (iuldeniz’s sport utility
ago.
They got to talking about their vehicle while their cats ride in the
upcoming move, and “we said “Do back in their travel cases. A mover
you want to come?'” said Bob will haul their belongings.“ It’s a
Matas, 72, a former audio and little unusual, but it will be fun,”
video engineer for advertising said Betty Matas, 71, a retired exec
utive administrative assistant.
agencies. “And he said ‘Sure.’”
^
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Al-Qiida bombs target prime
minister’s office, police station
in Algeria, killing at least 24
Aidan Lewis
ASSCH lAI ID I’RI-SS

ALGIEILS, Algeria — Al-Qaida’s
new wing in North Africa claimed
responsibility tor suicide bombings
that ripped through the prime minis
ter’s otfiee and a police station in
Algeria on Wednesday, killing at least
24 people.The attacks highlighted the
menacing spread of Islamic militancy
across North Africa.
C^ne car bombing tore holes in the
walls of the prime minister’s office,
where people in bloodstained clothes
stumbled toward ambulances. Two
other vehicles exploded outside a
police station east of the capital, blast
ing craters into the ground and dam
aging the building. Some 222 people
were wounded.
The group that claimed responsi
bility, al-Qaida in Islamic North
Africa, has carried out a series of
recent
bombings
jeopardizing
Algeria’s tentative peace.The country,
a staunch U.S. ally in the war against
terror. h,is been trying to turn the
page on a 13-year Islamic insurgency
that killed 2(K),(MM) people.
Until recently, the peace efforts
seemed successful: Military crack
downs and amnesty offers had turned
Algeria’s militants into a ragtag assem
bly of fighters in rural hideouts.
But late last year, the main Algerian
militant group, the Salafist Group for
C]all and C'ombat, changed its name
to al-Qaida in Islamic North Africa
and began targeting foreigners _ signs
the dwindling ranks of Islamic fight
ers were regrouping.
The latest attacks were the dead
liest in the Algiers region since 2(K)2,
when a bomb in a suburban market
killed 38 and w'ounded 80. The
bombing of the prime minister’s
office was among the most brazen
attacks in Algerian history.
Wednesday’s date, April 11, has
potentially symbolic meaning: Attacks
on the 11 th dav of the month are a

á A -Jr

Associated P ress

Rescuers and firemen search through rubble after a bomb exploded
near the prime minister’s office in Algiers, Wednesday, April 11, 2007.
hallmark of al-Qaida and its admirers.
Prime
Minister
Abdelaziz
Belkhadem, who was not in his office
during the attack, called the bombings
a “cowardly, criminal terrorist act” as
he sptike to reporters outside the
wrecked building. Parts of six floors
w'erc ripped away, and the iron gates
outside were bent by the blast’s force.
The government did not name
suspects. But Al-Jazeera television
reported receiving a call from a
spokesman for al-Qaida’s North
Africa wing saying three suicide
bombers in vehicles packed with
explosives carried out the attacks.
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The bombers had three targets, the
caller said:The prime minister’s office,
the Interpol offices and a special
police forces building in the eastern
suburb of Bab Ezzouar. An Interpol
spokeswoman, however, said the
international police organization has
no office in that suburb, about 10
miles away fixim the prime minister’s
office.
Two police officers in Bab Ezzouar
said separate suicide bombers struck
there. Fahem Abderraman, wounded
in that attack, said he was driving by
the station when a strong explosion
blasted thmugh the car.
“I thought I had gone to he.iven,”
said Abderraman, whose neck was
bandaged.
The blast .it the prime minister’s
office took pl.ice .ibout 10;45 a.m.,
and witnesses s.iid the attack on the
police station came minutes later.
F.iyza Kebdi. a lawyer who works
opposite the government building in
Algiers, said the explosion shattered
her windows and blew her liusband
.icross the mom.
“We tliought the years of terrorism
were over.” she said.“We thought that
everything was back to normal. But
now. the fear is coming back.”
Witnesses said they saw a red car
drive toward the prime minister’s
office, that police opened fire to try to
stop It. and that the car then explodeil. A ch.irred. wrecked car lay on the
p.ivement near the building _ a mod
ern white high-rise that also houses
the Interior Ministry.
(avil defense officials reported that
the bomhing of the government
building killed at least 12 people and
injured 135. Their statement said 12
others were killed and 87 wounded in
the attack on the police station, which
is on the mad to Algiers’ airport.
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‘Im sorry/ hard for doaors to say
Ray H enry

tors a 72-hour window to
safely apologize after they
learn about the cause of a
... M any doctors are trained or
P R O V ID E N C E ,
medical mishap.
Rhode Island (AP) —
Providence lawyer Steven
warned never to adm it errors in
The problem was
Minicucci, who handles
obvious to anyone
case a patient sues.
malpractice suits, said dis
who looked at the
plays of compassion are
middle-aged woman:
___
rarely useful in building such
After surgery to cor
cases. But an apology and an
rect a drooping eyelid,
admission of error could be
stave off lawsuits.
her eyelid was too high. After a sec
At the same time, many doctors key evidence. He opposes the
ond operation, it was too low.
are trained or warned never to admit Rhode Island legislation.
Dr. Michael Migliori had the del errors in case a patient sues.
“I like to call it the ‘I’m-sorry-Iicate task of telling the woman she
killed-your-mother’”
bill, Minicucci
Migliori, an ophthalmic plastic
needed a third operation. He began
surgeon and lobbyist for the Rhode said. “If a doctor comes out and says
with two words that could make a Island Medical Society, said his something like that, he shouldn’t be
defense attorney’s head explode: I’m
patient’s drooping eyelid was fixed in able to immunize himself against
sorry.
the third operation and he wasn’t statements like that by couching it in
“In this state,” Migliori said in a sued. He said that surgical complica an apology.”
recent interview', “that can be used
Trial lawyers also call Rhode
tions sometimes occur and that he
essentially as an admission of guilt” if
doesn’t believe he did anything Island’s bill unfair and overly broad
a patient files a malpractice suit.
because it could bar some internal
wrong.
Law'inakers m Rhode Island and
The surgeon said that he realizes hospital reports on medical errors
eight other states are now' consider an apology could come back to from becoming evidence.
ing bills that would allow physicians
Boston-based ProMutual (iroup,
haunt him but that he considers say
to apologize w'hen things go wrong ing “I’m sorry” essential to preserv which insures 1H,(KM) doctors, dentists
without having to fear that their ing the bond of trust between doc and health care facilities in the
words will be used against them in
Northeast, warns its clients against
tor and patient.
court.
apologies
that admit guilt — even in
C')therwise, “patients think I’m
At least 27 other states have hiding something, I must have done states that have laws protecting doc
already passed similar laws, nearly all something wrong,” he said.
tors who say they are sorry.
of them in the past four years,
It distributes a tip sheet cautioning
Apology laws vary by state. In
according to the American Medical Arizona, CxMinecticut. Idaho, Maine doctors against uttering the words
Association.
and 1 1 other states, doctors can safe “error,” “mistake,” “fault” or “negli
The wave of “ I’m sorry” laws is ly apologize to or commiserate with gence.”
part of a movement in the medical patients or their families about an
“We encourage physicians to apol
industry to encourage doctors to undesirable or unexpected outcome, ogize about the outcome, not neces
promptly and fully inform patients according to the AMA.
sarily for any error that may have
of errors and, when warranted, to
A l.nv in Vermont exempts only occurred,” ProMutual spokeswoman
apologize. Some hospitals say apolo oral statements i>f regret tir apolog\’, Nina Akerley said. “Apolog\- is not
gies help defuse patient anger and not written ones. Illinois i^ives doc about confession.”
ASSCK IA T tI) PRESS

ASSCX:iATEI) I'RESS

ST. PAUL, Minnesota — Lisa
Perry wants a fresh start. So she’s
decided to sell nearly all of her
belongings in one massive auction
on eBay.
Perry, 45, said the top bidder in
the auction, ending Thursday, will
get more than 300 items — includ
ing snowshoes, a futon, a bed, a
Village People album, seashells and
more.
Perry is keeping just a few
things: her dog, her cat, photo
albums and some clothing.
“This might be mid-life, but it’s
not a crisis. It’s mid-life excite
ment,’’ she said.“! don’t need it all.
I don’t use it all. I just have it all.
Actually, it has me.’’
Perry has worked as a lawyer in

Montana, a communications pro
fessor in Mankato, Minnesota, and
a bookseller in North Carolina.
She now delivers subpoenas and
legal documents. In June, she plans
to move west, possibly to take up
creative writing or holistic healing.
“I’ve been schlepping this stuff
across the country for more than
20 years,” she said. “I’m tired of
thinking: ‘Oh my God, what if it
breaks in the next move?’ Who
cares? I think it will almost be scary
how liberating it will be.”
As of Sunday night, the top bid
was $100. Perry has a reserve num
ber of $2,000, which means she
can back out if the top bid falls
short of that. But she said she
might lower the reserve.
“I’m at the point I just don’t
want it all anymore,” she said.
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NEEDS AN “UNDER FOUR” REMINDER.

DRINK RESPONSIBLY.

MOST CAL POLY STUDENTS DRINK UNDER FOUR DRINKS IN ONE SITTING
m essage b ro u g h t to you by Cal P oly s tu d e n ts based on a su rvey o f Cal P oly s tu d e n ts
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NUM BERS

154
Overall pick in
1906 with which
Miami selected
LB Zach Thomas

192
tOverall pick in
1000 with which
1 )enver selected
TE Shannon
Sharpe
^ 9 9
Overall pick in
2000 with which
New England
selected C^B loin
Bnuly

JOE R AYM O ND xsstH lA lU ) I’RKss

Shown during a 20-17 home win over U C lj\ on Oct. 21, 2006, former
Notre Dame quarterback Brady Quinn has been schooled in a pro-style
offense under Fighting Irish head coach Charlie Weis. Notre Dame was
just 1-3 against ranked teams in 2006, though, and Quinn struggled in
a 41-14 Sugar Bowl loss to I.SU in which he completed only 15 of 35
passes for 148 yards and two touchdowns with two interceptions.

continued from page 16

Meacheni, Tennessee
20. N.Y. Ciiants — Cdl Chris
Houston. Arkansas
21. Denver — DE Jarvis Moss,
Florida
22. Dallas — S Michael CirilFin,
Te.xas
23. Kansas Cuty — WR Dwayne
Bowe, LSU
24. New England (from Seattle)
— CB Marcus McCauley, Fresno
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Miami (FI.)
3
2
Indianapolis —
C')l.B Lawrence
T i m 111 o n s ,
Florida State
Here is a
look
at
C] a 1 i f o r n i a
teams, in order
of their firstrouiKl
selec
tions, and what
directions they
might head in
once on the
dock
O a k 1a n d
Raiders
Picks; 1, 33,
(-,5 ip) |(|o
, 3^ ,^^3^

211,254
The
big
question at the top of the board is
which physical wonder will be
tabbed by the Raiders to help out an
offense that scored only 138 points a
year ago, the second-fewest by an
NFL team since the league went to
a 16-game schedule in 1078.
As long as Randy Moss is in silver
and black, look for A1 I ).ivis and
Lane Kiffm to pass on Johnson and
take the quarterback. Russell recent
ly sought the services of quarterback
guru Tom Martinez, who has men
tored former Bay Area greats from
John Elway to Tom Brady. Not sur
prisingly, the Raiders reportedly
invited Martinez to interview for a
quarterbacks coach position, and by
all accounts, the meeting centered
on Russell, about whom Martinez
has glowed.
In the following rounds, look for
the Raiders to target more offensive
help, (iood fits on day one might be
Arkansas offensive tackle Tony
Ugoh, USC center Ryan Kalil and
Arizona State tight end Zach Miller.

St.itc
25. N.Y. Jets — C:H Darrelle
Revis, Pittsburgh
26. Phil.Klelphi.i — WR Dwayne
Jarrett, USC'
27. New Orleans — CB Aaron
Ross.Te.xas
28. New England — ILB David
Harris, Michigan
20. Baltimore — 0 ( i Justin
Blalock, Texas
San Francisco 49ers
30. San Diego - WR Ted (iinn
Picks: 11, 42, 76, 07, 104, 110,
Jr.. C')hio State
124, 135, 147, 186
31. C'hicago — C')LB Jon Beason,
The 40ers should be looking to

Thursday, April 12, 2007
add first and foremost to their
defensive line. Branch would be an
ideal fit anchoring the middle of
Mike Nolan’s 3-4, absorbing block
ers long enough for perimeter
playmakers such as last year’s firstrounder, Manny Lawson, to flow to
the ball.
If San Francisco, which g.ive up
more points than any other NFL
team a year ago, buys into the
reports of Branch being out shape,
CLirriker would be a nice addition.
At nearly 300 pounds, the versatile
end has drawn comparisons as lofty
as Howie Long from some analysts,
most notably NFL Network’s Mike
Mayock.
Florida’s Ray McDonald and
Hawaii's Ikaika Alama-Francis pro
ject as 3-4 ends who should come
off the board after round one.
Michigan’s
LaMarr
Woodley
embodies a slew of pure pass-rush
ers who might be “tweeners” in
some systems, but whose versatility
as “hybrid" players — able to play
with a hand down in a four-man
front or standing up in a three-man
front — could be just what some
teams such as the 40ers are looking
for.
CTmventional inside linebackers
could be had in Florida’s Brandon
Siler and Florida State’s Buster
1)avis. San Francisco’s secondary
could be bolstered through adding
a conierback such as Syracuse’s
Tanard Jackson in round two or
three.
While Vernon D.ivis should con
tinue to progress as an outlet for
Alex Smith, the 40ers’ passing game
could use more weapons, especially
in light of Antonio Bryant’s release.
Quality early-to-niid-round help at
receiver should be .ivailable, includ
ing South C'arolina’s Sidney Rice,
East Carolina’s Aundrae Allison,
Virginia Tech’s David Clowney and
Washington State’s Jason Hill. All
had impressive showings at the
combine following productive
2006 seasons.
San D iego C hargers
Picks: 30, 62, 03, 06, 120, 167,
172, 240

The most talented team in the
league has the luxury of picking
the best player available if it likes,
but that player may turn out to fill
a need anyway.
While the Bolts are stacked on
both sides of the ball, their jugger
naut offense still lacks a true homerun threat on the outside to stretch
the field opposite physical up-andcomer Vincent Jackson. Someone
like Ginn could do just that for a
team whose starting wide receivers
didn’t have any touchdown catches
last season.
Despite being heralded as a top15 pick by many, Ciinn is largely
one-dimensional as a route-runner,
lacks ideal size and strength to pull
off a variety of patterns and has
durability questions.
A loaded team like San Diego,
however, with such specific and
limited needs, might be the perfect
fit if it’s willing to overlook such
shortcomings in favor of his explo
siveness. A safety or two would help
out an otherwise imposing defense.
M iami’s Brandon Meriweather,
Virginia Tech’s Aaron Rouse,
Utah’s Eric Weddle and Oregon
State’s Sabby Piscitelli all could be
options .ivailable to San Diego in
the second round.
More thoughts:
While everyone is aware that
Oakland surrendered 72 sacks, it is
often overlooked that Detroit gave
up an alarming 63. ... Expect C'fhio
State Heisman Trophy winner Troy
Smith to be a steal somewhere
from round two to four. He will
fall because of his size, even though
he is roughly the same height as
Drew Brees. ... Keep an eye on
what the Bengals and Titans do
back-to-back at 18 and 10 in the
first round in light of the league’s
suspensions of Pacman Jones and
Chris Henry. Will they reach to
take players with apparently better
character for the overall good of
their teams? ... Without question,
the two deepest positions in this
year’s draft are wide receiver and
defensive end.

Kings lose despite 6 double-figure scorers
Michael Finley.
Duncan scored 26 points, Finley
SAN ANTONKT — Another 60- added 10, and San Antonio rallied
win season is possible for the San for a 100-100 victory over the
Antonio Spurs thanks to the fourth- Sacramento Kings on Wednesday
quarter play of Tim Duncan and night.

Duncan scored 13 in the fourth
quarter and Finley added 10 to help
the Spurs rally from a five-point
deficit in the third.
“It W.1S a good fourth quarter,”
Spurs coach Ciregg Popovich said.

Jones. How can you not love a guy
who throws $81,(KK) up in the air at a
strip club and then wants his money
back? And then the only way to get
that money' is to have your entourage
shoot at everyone and start a brawl
that spills out onto the Las Vegas strip,
eventually leaving one man paralyzed.
What could be expected with
someone who has been interviewed
by the police nine times in the last
year?
That’s why Roger Goodell, the
NFLs new commissioner, just gave
Jones a little wake-up call by suspend
ing him for the entire 2007 season.
1 have some things to say to the
commissioner. First, 1 think some

players need to be held accountable
for their .ictions. You have certain
immature
millionaires
running
around with guns in the middle of the
night at strip clubs.The problem is. it’s
such a small percentage of players that
are getting in trouble and creating a
stereotype for the entire league.
Kudos on your bold stance, Cioodell.
Way to show Jones that it doesn’t rain
in your office.
But honestly, what are the chances
Jones doesn’t get in trouble during his
upcoming year of vacation?
This week’s lesson: stay focused,
keep your comments to yourself and
if Pacman’s around, you’d better have
an umbrella.

opportunities for athletes to set
standards for the Big West
continued frvm page 16
Conference Championships, she
tition after having an up and down said. Crawford is confident that Cal
Poly has a crew that can be suefreshman year,” Crawford said.
This weekend will provide good cessful at the conference meet as

long as Joey Hauser, D.J. Price and
Randy Samuel heal from their
injuries, she said,
“The next three weeks are critical as we go into conference,”
Crawford said.
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Get your car up to speed.

RIZZOLI'S AUTOMOTIVE
30TH ANNIVERSARY OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

$30

2

l o c a t io n s to b e t t e r s e r v e y o u

San

Luis

Obispo

805.541.1082

|

Santa Maria

I

805.922.7742

CALL
GETS YOU:
c
a l l FOR AN APPOINTMENT
OIL AND FILTER CHANGE
irn> CAR WASH & VACUUM
12 POINT RELIABILITY INSPECTION
COMPLIMENTARY SHUTTLE

attending temple and Tim Hard.iway
just came out of the closet.
Inuis, figua' it out — for someone
who has been on radio for nearly 40
years, you'd think you would have
better judgment than that. To aally
think, you would go as low as degrad
ing a gmup of women in their early
20s who accomplished something
.special this .sea.son?You must be losing
your mind. Also, those women who
go to Rutgers, you just may be work
ing for them in the next couple of
years.
Last but not least, there’s Pacman

Track
Now servicing most m akes and models.
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ACROSS

Edited by Will Shortz

27 Mean

^ Sea eagle

1 Exchange

31 Majestic

i Not remote

5 Enjoy 5-Down
hills

33 Mean

> Put to the test

35 Scratch

> Means

8 Facility in Phila
or Denver
14 City with a
seemingly
contradictory
two-syllable
name
15 Oui's opposite

TT

36 Trifling

I Value
! Go-ahead

41 Surplusage

1 Short and

44 Duration
45 “___ dieur

15 Orthodontic
device for
46 Means
separating teeth 48 Heads of old
17 Capital at 60"
Rome
latitude
51 Carmen, for one
18 Switch positions 52 Makes laugh
really hard
19 Mean

I Mean

20 Means

55 Not generic

23 Country in Eur.

57 Mean

24 Fiber for wet
suits
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7?
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4Ô
44

I Birthday

creation

By

60
5T“

pO 61

ST"

r

ST”

58 Mean

I Big name in
Japanese
photography

64 Mean

' Means

7T

66 Words said

I Food safety grp. Pud« toy 9i«mr E. A«wôôd
I Means
50 Playing loudly
37 Large bra
feature
I ‘Whew''
52 Part of Oceania
Prefix with
38 Phyllis’s 1970’s
53 Some bank
-hedron
TV husband
holdings
! Contents tneas 39 “Don’t get too
54 Collect
excited now'”
I Apple and
56 Annual
orange
42 “E t ___ r
September
She' Italian
gala, with “the"
47 Hybrid fruit
! Comics Viking
49 Means
59 G.l. chow
i Mean

before and after
‘■whaf

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

□Q Q Q □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □
muum ü L Jü y u lUQUQ
w m m □ □ □ □ □ QQQQ
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ÜÜUUOU
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yaya Q yyyyy
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’ Lead-ins to
holidays

I Witticism
I Forearm part
I Means
I ___ Minor

1 Frolic

Ò9

!43

J

I Everything, in
Germany
i See 5-Across

T he M ustangs are com ing ofF a
season in which they won an
o u trig h t conference title for the
first tim e since 1984 and won
an NCAA T ournam ent m atch
for the first tim e since 2000.

5T

detached, in
mus

I Mean

25 Some
standardized
coll, exams

119

40 German "a”
43 Org setting
eligibility
requirements

No. 0301

Poly volleyball team to
open spring schedule

60 Scoop
61 "Phooey!"
62 "A Day Without
Rain’ singer
63 Genealogical
abbr
65 “Oh wad some
power the giftie
___ US’ . Bums

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1,20 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscnptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years; 1-888-7-ACROSS
Online subscriptions; Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($34 95 a year)
Share tips nytimes com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers, nytimes com/leaming/xwords.

The reigning Big West CAint'erence
champion C'al Poly volleyball team
gets its nine-match spring schedule
underway Saturday at the seven-team
Cal State Bakersfield Tournament.
Cal Poly, which reached the second
round of last season’s NCAA
Tournament,
opens
play
in
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5 1 7 3
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3
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5
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1

1
7
4
19
8
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3
6
5

Bakersfield against Fresno State at 10
a.111., before continuing the si.\-match
stretch against the Division 11 and host
Koadrunners (1 1 a.m.), NAIA Fresno
Pacific (12 noon). Big West foes C'al
State Northridge (2 p.m.) and C’al
State Fullerton (3 p.m.) and finally
Arizona (4 p.m.).
Action continues April 17 at the
Fresno Pacific Tournament against
Fresno State and the host Sunbirds.
Cial Poly, which went 22-6 a year ago,
returns home to host 2(K)6 NCAA
Tournament qualifier Santa Cilara on
April 21.
Fleadlining the Mustangs’ 11-play
er spring roster is sophomore outside
hitter and 2(M)6 Big West Co-Player of'
the Year Kylie Atherstone, who
recently returned from a training
camp with the United States National
A2 Team at the Olympic Training
O n te r in Colorado Springs, Colo.
The Mustangs also return three fellow
Big West first-team selections in
junior setter Cihelsea Hayes, junior
libero Kristin Jackson and sophomore
middle blocker Jaclyn Houston.
Rounding out the roster are outside
hitters Alicia Waller, Ashleigh Bertoni,
Salah Schoenecke and Katherine
Hinkle, middle blocker Anna
Robosson, setter Hailey Fithian and
libero Caitlin Suttich.

$11 HAIRCUTS
Tues-Thur 7an>6pm
Fri-sat
8:30afTv6pm

Mark Roetker
805.543.9744

1261 Laurel Lane
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

C L A S S IF IE D
H ELP W A N TE D

H ELP W A N TE D

TennI» Warehouse Is HIrIngl

LIFEGAURD — AVILA BEACH
Port San Luis Harbor District is
seeking high school grads with
current First Aid & CPR/Title 22 able to swim 50 meters in 10 min.
or less, for part-time/temp.
positions. For more info &
for applications - Visit
www.portsanluis.com or
2 9 5 0 Avila Beach Dr., Avila Beach •
Deadline 4 / 1 2 / 0 7 .

We are now accepting applications
for Warehouse and Customer
Service positions. A background
in tennis is not required. Our
systems are very user friendly
and our atmosphere is very
positive. Tennis Warehouse is
the largest tennis mail order
company in the world and you will
have the opportunity to learn the
internet business first hand.
Starting pay for part timers is
$8.00-$10.00 per hour DOE. Full
benefits are available for full time
employees (Medical, Vision, Dental
insurance, 4 0 1 K program).

Apply within at 3580 Sueldo,
San Lula OMapo, CA 934
Bartender Trainees Needed
Earn $100-$200/shift.
International Bartender School will
be back in Slo one week only.
Day/Eve. classes. Job placement.

1 -8 0 (^ 9 -4 1 0 9
www.bartendusa.la

Summer Camp Counselor
California resident summ er
camp seeks counselors.

Over 40 Openlnfe:
Sports, Skateboarding,
Wakeboarding, Dance, Horseback
Riding, Waverunners, RopesCourse Instructors, Lifeguards
and MORE! 60-i- Activities!
No Experience Necessary!
Will Train!
Call Nowl (8 0 0 ) 8 2 1 -2 8 0 1

Summer Job Opportunity

SWIM INSTRUCTOR
Must be great with children, fun
and committed to teach at the
5 Cities Swim Club Arroyo Grande
(8 0 5 ) 4 8 1 -6 3 9 9

Lindamood-Bell seeks Clinicians
for our San Luis Obispo Learning
Center. Seasonal for Summer
approx. May - August with FT and
PT hours. Starts at $12.00/hr.,
after 7-10 day paid ($ 1 1 .0 0 / hr)
orientation program. Visit us at
www.llndamoodbell.com. Send
resume to sloresumes@lblp.com
or fax to (8 0 5 ) 543-0 26 4,
Attn: Clinician Position. EOE

SLO County Parks now hiring
Lifeguard I $ 9 .2 6 -$ 1 1 .2 6 & Head
Lifeguard II $1 1.0 3 -$ 1 3 .4 1 /h o u r
Apply at www.slocountyparks.org

Day Cam ps Seek Summer Staff.
San Fernando and Conejo Valley
$ 3 ,3 0 0 - $ 3 ,6 0 0 (8 8 8 )7 8 4 C A M P
www.workatcamp.com/slo

L.A. Area Sum m er Cam ps
www.daycampjobs.com/slo

H ELP W A N TE D

ANNOUNCEM ENTS

R EN TAL H O U S IN G

Research Candidates

Yoga at the SLO Vets Hall Mondays
& Wednesdays Beg: 5:15PM ,
Cont: 6:30P M Students $5,
Info: 77 2 -3 5 6 0

Immediate Tenant Needed!
Private Room Avail. @
Valencia Apts near campus
email jmonroe@calpoly.edu
for details if interested

Coastal Medical Research Group,
Inc. is conducting a clinical
research trial for participants with
Candidiasis. Are you 18 years
of age or older? Do you have
vaginal itching, burning or
irritation? You may qualify to
participate in this research study.
Qualified participants will receive
study related medical exams,
investigational medication and
reimbursement for time and travel.
Call for more information:
Coastal Medical Research Group.
Inc. 8 0 5 -5 4 9 -7 5 7 0
Innkeeper Needed Seeking
organized, responsible, friendly
person for front-desk/ reception
at b&b. Varying shifts available.
54 5 -9 8 0 2

Marketing Representative
We need a full-time marketing
representative in San Luis for one
of California's leading suppliers of
office systems, equipment and
software. Learn to analyze
customer needs and present
viable solutions. Sales ability and
excellant communication skills
required. Competitive salary,
commission, health benefits and
car allowance provided. E-mail
resumes to gberkefeld@ultrex.net

FUN — SUM M ER CAMP JOBS
www.daycampjobs.com/slo
G ET YOUR CLASSIR ED AD IN
TH E DAILY NOW!! 75 6-1 14 3

S k y d iv e t a f t
10 0 % ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem
& AFF Excellent Safety Record

Student Discount
www.sky(Hv«taft.confi
(6 6 1 ) 76 5-5 86 7

H O M E S FOR SALE
Free List of all Houses and
Condos for sale in SLO.
Nelson Real Estate
(8 0 5 ) 5 4 6 -1 9 9 0 or email
steve@slohomes.com
Downtown SLO Condo
Just Listed on 4 / 1 2 . Two
Bedroom, One Bath Condo.
$ 3 4 9 ,9 0 0 . Photos and info at
680Chorro.com .
Keith Byrd, Century 21 . 45 9-4 72 3

College Garden Apts.
Now Renting for 2 0 0 7 -2 0 0 8
walk (min) to Cal Poly
Nice. Clean, Well Maint.
Lrg 1 and 2 Bedroom Apts.
Includes: Cable and Internet
Ldry F^c, Garages Avail.,
slorentals.com or 5 4 4-3 95 2

FOR SALE
2 year old local Candy/Gum Vending
business. 22 machines. Easy to
service. $2,000/Yr. income.
$4 ,00 0/8 0. Jim 8 3 1 -2 2 4 4 8 2 7

ClaMified Ads Website
www.mustangdaily.net

LO S T A N D FO U N D

For Salel Kentucky @ Stafford.

LO S T 1GB USB flash drive
w/Senior Project! (5 1 0 ) 38 6 -8 3 7 1

4 bed 2 ba & a studio on a
large corner lot within minutes
of Cal Poly! $ 7 4 9 ,0 0 0 .
Contact: (8 0 5 ) 3 4 5 - 0 7 6 8

LO ST Samsung phone SG H -T629
Contact Andre: (6 2 6 ) 24 1 -0 5 2 3

(picture available online)

R EN TAL H O U S IN G
Summ er Sublease $800

1 b drm /lb ath apartment, balcony,
parking, no pets, 10 min to Poly
Call Jackie (4 0 8 ) 8 2 1 -6 2 5 3
1 bdrm AVAILABLE NOW
30 ft. from campus on Grand Ave.
Call Jared (8 0 5 ) 2 1 8 -1 7 2 3

LO ST brown, leather trifold wallet
in business bldg. (8 3 1 ) 32 5 -1 5 6 2
LOST Silver Tiffany bracelet with
heart. Please call 70 5-6 09 0
REWARD for lost gold bracelet with
heart and “Frances" engraved
Please call: (8 0 5 ) 4 6 4 -1 0 0 0
FOUND BMX Bike. Call with
description (8 5 8 ) 44 2 -6 0 0 4
Lost and Found ads are FREE

>•
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Sports
Sharks open
playoffs with
5-4 win over
Predators

Sp o rts E d ito r: Tristan Aird • m ustangdaily5ports@ 3m ail.com
A ssistan t S p o rts E d ito r: Frank StranzI
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Eventfìil weekend
awaits Poly track team

San Jose goaltender Evgeni
Nabokov had 39 saves in the
double-overtime Game 1.

l i t

» 2 %

ASSOCIArEI) PRESS

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Patrick
Kissniiller scored at 11:46 of the sec
ond overtime, and the San Jose
Sharks beat the Nashville Predators
5-4 Wednesday night after blowing a
two-goal lead in the opening game
of the NHL Western Conference
first-round series.
Rissmiller, who scored only seven
goals in the regular season, beat
Tomas Vokoun with a shot from the
edge of the left circle after taking a
crisp pass from Patrick Marleau.
San Jose squandered a 4-2 lead
after two periods, an advantage built
with three goals in the middle frame
after the Sharks lost top goal scorer
Jonathan Cheechoo to an injured
right knee.
But the Predators, who stood atop
the NHL until March 29 before slip
ping to the West’s No. 4 seed, scored
twice in the final 6:55 of regulation
to force the first overtime in the
franchise’s short postseason history.
Alexander Radulov scored his
second goal with 7:05 left, and J.P.
Dumont scored his second of the
game with 50.4 seconds remaining
in regulation, tipping a slap shot
from Shea Weber past Evgeni
Nabokov’s glove.
Weber had two assists for a team
that went 4-15-1 in the regular sea
son when trailing after two.
Craig Rivet scored on a 5-on-3
power play and added an assist. Joe
Thornton, the NHL’s second-lead
ing scorer with 114 points, and
Marleau each had two assists for San
Jose. Matthew Carie, Mike Grier and
Milan Michalek scored a goal each.
San Jose has won five straight
playoff games against Nashville.

f

Lessons
learned
John MiddlekaufT
SPECIAL TO THE MUSTANC. DAILY

SHEILA SOBCHIK F lU PHOTO

Shown during her sophomore season in which she won an NCAA Outdoor title in the high jump, Cal
Poly senior Sharon Day is one o f six Mustangs who will compete at the Mt. San Antonio College
Invitational this weekend. She was second at the Clyde Littlefield Texas Relays at 6 feet last Friday.
Angel Pacheco

meet with UC Riverside and UC said.
Santa Barbara.
“ Look forward to a big throw
. ......
.
.
There is a lot of attention on from him this weekend,” Crawford
[he
he Cal Poly track and
•
. • .
•
r-i
» ,,
.
senior high jumper Sharon Day, said.
field team is gearing up
The Mustang distance relay
for
the
Rafer
field team is gearing atup
, team is
n
k» c a A
makingat great
,
who will also
compete
Mt. progress,
SAC.
Johnson/Jackie
Joyner-Kersee
for
theTexas Rafer
,, most, notably
.
. r- j Reid i and
Clyde
Littlefield
Relays,
Phillip
Invitational at UCLA and the Mt. Day placed second Friday at the
Evan Anderson, she said.
where she cleared 6 feet.
San Antonio College Invitational
Mustangs head coach Terry
The distance crew of Anderson
m Walnut this weekend.
Crawford said Day is making a (1,600 meters), Chris Frazeur
Six team members will be head
strong comeback after a foot (400), Mike Perez (800) and Reid
ing to Mt. SAC Friday through
injury suffered before last season.
(1,600) finished third at the Texas
Sunday, and will compete with
“ I think my jumping has been Relays on Saturday with a time of
athletes from Cal State Fullerton,
getting better and better every 9 minutes, 54.5 seconds.
Cal State Northridge, Long Beach
day,” Day said.
Julie Dufresne (shot put and dis
State and more.
Javelin thrower Aris Botjas, who cus) is also showing promise.
The rest of the track and field
will be competing at Mt. SAC, is
“I think Julie is another com
team will compete at UCLA on
also a top competitor and has been petitor having a breakout compeFriday and Saturday, where it will
throwing consistently, Crawford.
sce Track, page 14
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N FL Draft: W here Super Bowl teams are built
Donovan Aird
Sl>EC:iAL T O THE MUSTANC I>A1LY

Every September, the NFL season
officially begins. The journey really
begins, though, in late April, when
all 32 teams take turns selecting
their futures.
This year’s NFL Draft, which will
be conducted from April 28 to 29, is
headlined by: early entrants — par
ticularly on àie offensive side of the
ball. One o^them , Calvin Johnson
of Georgia TVch, could be the great
est wide receiver prospect ever. The
Biletnikoff Award winner this past
season wowed at the NFL Scouting
Combine, measuring in at 6-foot-5
and 239 pounds before running the
40-yard dash in 4.35 seconds...in
shoes he borrowed from an East
Carolina quarterback.
While the first few teams at the
top of the draft order probably

won’t draft a receiver, don’t be sur
prised to see someone trade up for
him.
Meanwhile, LSU quarterback
JaMarcus Russell is something of an
athletic extraordinaire in his own
right. After a Sugar Bowl MVP per
formance in a 41-14 victory over
Notre Dame, the 6-5, 255-pound
signal caller came out early. He
reportedly can throw the ball
roughly 80 yards flat-footed, and
about 50 yards sitting down. Not
just a physical marvel, though,
Russell dramatically improved his
completion percentage and touchdown-to-interception ratio in each
of his seasons, hitting on 68 percent
of his passes for 28 scores and eight
picks as a junior.
Nearly as prodigious is Oklahoma
running back Adrian Peterson.
Standing at 6-2 and 217 pounds,
Peterson rewrote rushing records in

his three seasons as a Sooner and has
everything a team could want in a
running back. Much like Johnson,
however, he could fall because of
teams’ needs more than his own
merits — unless, of course, someone
trades up for him.
Here is a mock draft of the first
round (99 of the 255 picks and three
of the seven rounds take place on
the first day):
1. Oakland — Russell
2. Detroit — OT Joe Thomas,
Wisconsin
3. Cleveland — QB Brady
Quinn, Notre Dame
4. Tampa Bay — Johnson
5. Arizona — DE Gaines Adams,
Clemson
6. Washington — DE Jamaal
Anderson, Arkansas
7. Minnesota — S LaRon Landry,
LSU

8. Atlanta (fix>m Houston) — DT
Amobi Okoye, Louisville
9. Miami — OT Levi Brown,
Penn State
10. Houston (fiom Atlanta) —
Peterson
11. San Francisco — DT Alan
Branch, Michigan
12. Buffalo — ILB Patrick Willis,
Mississippi
13. St. Louis — DE Adam
Carriker, Nebraska
14. Carolina — TE Greg Olsen,
Miami (FI.)
15. Pittsburgh — OLB Paul
Posluszny, Penn State
16. Green Bay — RB Marshawn
Lynch, Cal
17. Jacksonville — S Reggie
Nelson, Florida
18. Cincinnati — CB Leon Hall,
Michigan
19. Tennessee — W R Robert
see Draft, page 14

As I sat back and reflected on
what was the world of sports, 1 began
to realize there is just too much
going on. There are just too many
stories to cover. How can I possibly
spend all my time on one thing?
How am I supposed to choose
between Tiger Woods, Don Imus
and Adam “Pacman”Jones making it
rain? There is just a lot going on. So
I decided to hit a bit of everything.
Let’s start with “a tradition unlike
any other,” also known as the
Masters. 1 love Tiger and am still
unhappy he didn’t win. Even though
he didn’t win, he is the sole reason
for which 95 percent of the Masters’
viewers tuned in and will continue
to watch golf
I’ve always been drawn to great
ness. Tiger is my favorite athlete for
countless reasons. His focus is
unmatched. Here’s a great example.
Around hole 12, I turned to my
roommates who were watching the
tournament with me and a.sked if
they thought Tiger’s beautiful
Swedish model wife popped into his
head once during his final round.
Both looked at me and responded
no.
Then I started thinking just how
many times different guys around
the country watching the tourna
ment had probably thought about
her. Pure focus. Man,Tiger’s impres
sive.
The scary thing is. Tiger didn’t
even play that well and he stiU only
lost by two strokes. If he is his usual
self, he wins by five, and don’t worry
— Tiger will win the US. Open
running away.
That was just the start of a week
that turned out to be pretty interest
ing. Imus, who has a national talk
radio show, opened his mouth a litde too wide. He is known for his
blunt comments and say-anythingto-get-a-laugh mentality.
While discussing the NCAA
women’s basketball title game
between Tennessee and Rutgers on
“Imus in the Morning,” he crossed
the line. He referred to the Rutgers
team as “nappy-headed hos.” Then
he went on “The Al Sharpton
Show” and referred to Sharpton and
a caller as “you people.”
Then he came out and said, “I’m
not a racist or a bigot.” Sure Imus,
keep telling yourself that, because
you’re the only who could possibly
believe that statement.
I also heard John Rocker is
see johnny, page 14

